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REGISTERED TRADE MARK ®

PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC CAVALRY 25mm

PNC 1 Dragoon
PNC 2 Hussar

PNC 3 Uhlan

PNC 4 Cuirassier

PNC 5 Guard Uhlan
PNC 6 Dragoon Officer
PNC 7 Hussar Officer
PNC 8 Uhlan Officer

PNC 9 Cuirassier Officer
PNC 10 Guard Uhlan Officer

PNC 11 Dragoon Trumpeter
PNC 12 Hussar Trumpeter
PNC 13 Uhlan Trumpeter
PNC 14 Cuirassier Trumpeter
PNC 15 Guard Uhlan Trumpeter
PNC 1 6 Dragoon Standard Bearer
PNC 17 Hussar Standard Bearer

PNC 18 Uhlan Standard Bearer
PNC 19 Cuirassier Standard Bearer
PNC 20 Guard Uhlan Standard Bearer
PNC 21 Artillery Driver
PNC 22 Artillery Driver (Fatigue Dress)
PNC 23 Landwehr Trooper
PNC 24 Landwehr Officer

PNC 25 Landwehr Trumpeter

RUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC CAVALRY 25mm

RNC 1 Cossack

RNC 2 Imperial Guard Cuirassier
RNC 3 Bashkier

RNC 4 Hussar

RNC 5 Chasseur
RNC 6 Dragoon
RNC 7 Cossack Officer
RNC 8 Guard Cuirassier Officer
RNC 9 Bashkier Officer

RNC 10 Hussar Officer
RNC 11 Dragoon Officer
RNC 12 Guard Cuirassier Standard
RNC 13 Hussar Standard
RNC 14 Dragoon Standard
RNC 15 Cuirassier Trumpeter
RNC 16 Hussar Trumpeter
RNC 17 Dragoon Trumpeter
RNC 18 Line Artillery Limber Horse Driver
RNC 19 Horse Artillery Limber Horse Driver
RNC 20 Horse Artillery Gunner Outrider
RNC 21 Horse Artillery Officer
RNC 22 Line Artillery Officer

NEW POSTAGE RATES

(with immediate effect)

Up to £1 20p
£2 30p
£3 40p
£4 50p
£5 eop
£6 70p
£7 80p
£8 90p
£9 £1.00
£10 £1.06

each £1 or part thereof
thereafter 5p

PRICE LIST

Foot Casting 8p
Rider Casting 9p
Horse Casting 11p
Camel Casting 16p
Elephant Casting 66p
Gun, Limber 40p to 45p
Strip of 5 Infantry or 3

Cavalry or Gun or
Limber, 15mm Scale .. 15p

Full Catalogue (Inland) 65p

MINIATURE FIGURINES
28-32 NORTHAM ROAD. SOUTHAMPTON S02 0PA

LIMITED
Telephone 20855 (0703)



Osprey Men-at-Arms ~a uniforni success
Men-at-Arms - the most distinguished series of military
uniform books in the world — now includes over 50 titles.
Subjects range from the Roman Army to the Napoleonic
campaigns and the Second World War. Each book includes
monochrome illustrations and superb full colour plates of
uniforms.

New Men-at-Aims titles
Publication February 1976

The Zulu Wars by Angus McBride
The Mexican-American War 1846-1848 by Philip Katcher
Napoleon's Dragoons and Lancers by Emir Bukhari
The Landsknechts by Douglas Miller

Published September 1975
Napoleon's Artillery by Robert Wilkinson-Latham
Medieval European Armies by Terence Wise
Spanish Armies of the Napoleonic Wars by Otto von Pivka
The Royal Green Jackets by Christopher Wilkinson-Latham
Each book: 48 pages, illustrations throughout, plus 22-24
colour paintings. £1.50, paper cover.

Also available from Osprey:

A Concise Dictionary of Mihtary Biography
by Martin Windrow & Francis K. Mason
An absorbing and original study of 200 of the greatest
names in land warfare since the 10th century.
352 pages. Elardcover. £5.95.

Armies of the American Wars 1753-1815
by Hiilip Katcher
The story of the armies - American, French and British -
which fought in America from the siege of Quebec to the
storming of New Orleans.
176 pages, illustrated. Hardcover. £5.00.

The Armies of Europe Today
by Otto von Rvka
The only book available which gives details of Europe's 27
national armies and those of the NATO and Warsaw Pact
alliances.

232 pages, illustrated. £3.95.

Send now for a free colour poster of all Osprey
Men-at-Arms and militaria books.

I
I Available from good model shops and bookshops, or direct from:
Osprey Publishing Ltd., 12-14 Long Acre, London WC2E 9LP.

I  Please send me copy/ies of

Please send me details of all Osprey titles.
1 enclose cheque/P.O., value £
10% of total for p & p)

. (please add

WN/12/7S

Osprey
(Member Company of

the George Philip Group)

.



additions to range

25mm

Austrian Napoleonic

Cavalry (ANC)

ANC4 Uhlan trooper

ANC5 Uhlan Officer

ANC6 Dragoon trooper
ANC7 Dragoon Officer
ANC8 Hussar trooper

ANC9 Hussar Officer

Austrian Napoleonic (AN)

AN2 Line Standard Bearer
AIS15 Line Infantry, charging
AN11 Landwehr, advancing
AN12 Landwehr Officer

American War of Independence (AW)
AW33 Light Infantryman, Queens Rangers
AW34 Grenadier, Queens Rangers

AW35 Officer, Queens Rangers

AW36 American Rifleman

American War of Independence

Cavalry (AWC)
(Horse and rider cast as one)

AWC10 Hussar, Queens Rangers
AWC11 Trooper, British Legion
AWC12 Officer, British Legion

Talk Military Collecting
and you talk of - hinchlifN

Please write for our current price list, 12p.

Our manufacturers in tfie U S A Heritage Models Inc., 2916 Biystone Lane, Dallas, Texas 75220

We recommend
AUTHENTIC

HWWIliKWI-i military COLOURS for all our products



The Collectors' range of Military figures
from CHAS. C. STADDEN

"BUCKINGHAM PEWTER" FIGURES

Cast in the finest English Pewter £7.75 each
Special price orders for 4 figures or more £7.00 each

Both prices including VAT and UK/BFPO P&P

Another of the NEW COLLECTOR S RANGE OF 80mm STADDEN FIGURES. Beautifully
detailed and lifelike, these models are cast in Solid English Pewter of the highest grade.
Absolutely superb for display and presentation as Collector's items. These models may be
viewed in London at Edward Suren, 60 Lower Sloane Street, London, S.W.I.

PRIVATE PARACHUTE REGIMENT 1974

To: HAMILTON MARRIOTT

16 THE BROADWAY, STANMORE,

MIDDX. HA7 4DW.

Here is the present range:

1  Grenadier guard 1 735

2  Scots guard 1828
3  Parachute regiment 1974

4  Coldstream guard 1815

5  Queens Regiment officer 1680

6  Queens Regiment — Ulster duty 1974

* OVERSEAS ORDERS—Please add 75p per figure

*  ENQUIRIES—Please send s a e

7  French grenadier private 1809

8  French Hussar 1810

American War of Independence:

9  British Coldstream (grenadier) private

10 American continental line m winter dress

("hunting shirt")

11 Private soldier 3rd New Jersey Regt (Jersey Blues)

* U.K. DELIVERY-Please allow 2/3 weeks.

* TRADE ENOUIRIES-Always welcome!

MONEY BACK GUARANTEED IF NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED AND FIGURE RETURNED TO US
WITHIN 14 DAYS.

I enclose my cheque PO for the following figures —

Rv, NO I 1 I 2 I 3|4| 5 6| 7| 8| 9|l0|li] Total
Figures ^
Required

FOR DELIVERY OUTSIDE U.K., BFPO ADD 75p PER FIGURE

ADDRESS

SPECIALISTS IN

METAL MILITARY MINIATURES

ORDER WALSALL ROAD, LICHFIELD, STAFFS 53180
HOME

EXPORT

Todays precision military miniatures deserve
equally superior Modern Battle Ground resin
cast wargames and diorama accessories.

• WW2 Small sandbagged positions for light anti-tank
guns, mortars, machine guns and bazooka, 20-25mm

0 WW2 Large positions including, pillboxes,derelict
cottage and artillery earthworks, 20-25mm

0 Napoleonic and American Civil War artillery
positions and derelict farmhouse ^-30mm

• Ancient and Medieval artillery/defensive positions.
25-30mm

• 'project 300' Micro buildings range includes
Arab, Tunisian, European styles. /300th

SAE FOR COMPLETE LIST OF ACCESSORIES



SKYTREX SHIP MODELS
WORLD WAR I VESSELS -

GARRISON 25mm ANCIENTS

1/3000 Scale

Great Britain

No. in Com

VESSEL Class pleted Type
King Edward VII 8 1905 Pre Dreadnought
Lord Nelson 2 1908 Pre Dreadnought
Dreadnought * 1 1906 Dreadnought
St. Vincent * 3 1909 Dreadnought
Bellerophon • 3 1910 Dreadnought
Colossus * 2 1911 Dreadnought
Orion * 4 1912 Dreadnought
Agincourt (New) • 1 1914 Dreadnought
King George V * 4 1912 Dreadnought
Iron Duke * 4 1914 Dreadnought
Queen Elizabeth • 5 1915 Dreadnought
Royal Sovereign • 5 1916 Dreadnought
Invincible * 3 1908 Battlecruiser

Indefatigable • 3 1911 Battlecruiser

Lion • 3 1912 Battlecruiser

Tiger • 1 1914 Battlecruiser

Repulse • 2 1916 Battlecruiser

Blonde 4 1911 Scout Cruiser

Weymouth 4 1911 Prot. Cruiser

Arethusa 8 1914 Light Cruiser
Comos 6 1915 Light Cruiser
Achilles 2 1908 Arm. Cruiser

Monmouth 9 1903 Arm. Cruiser

Diadem 6 1898 Prot. Cruiser

Delhi 3 1918 Light Cruiser
'D' Class (2) 10 1896 Destroyer
■H' Class (2) 20 1910 Destroyer
■R' Class (2) 40 1916 Destroyer
S' Class (2) 62 1918 Destroyer
Black Prince 2 1906 Arm. Cruiser
Eclipse 9 1897 Prot. Cruiser

German

Deutschland (New) • 6 1906 Pre Dreadnought
Westfalen • 4 1909 Dreadnought
Heligoland * 4 1911 Dreadnought
Kaiser • 5 1912 Dreadnought
Koenig • 4 1914 Dreadnought
Bayem • 4 1916 Dreadnought
Bluecher * 1 1909 Arm Cruiser
Von Per Tann * 1 1910 Battlecruiser
Moltke • 2 1911 Battlecruiser
Seydlitz • 1 1913 Battlecruiser
Derflinger • 3 1914 Battlecruiser
Nuernburg 3 1908 Light Cruiser
Emden 2 1908 Light Cruiser
Augsberg 4 1910 Light Cruiser
Breslau 4 1912 Light Cruiser
Regensburg 2 1914 Light Cruiser
Freya 5 1898 Prot. Cruiser
Frauenlob 10 1903 Prot. Cruiser
Emden 2 1908 Light Cruiser
V25 (2) 16 1914 Destroyer
T150 (2) 12 1910 Destroyer
T90 (2) 12 1900 Destroyer
Leipzig 2 1906 Light Cruiser
Bremen 5 1904 Light Cruiser
Roon 2 1905 Arm. Cruiser

• 25p remainder 20p

Publications
Armies of the Macedonian and Punic

Wars by Phil Barker (W.R.G.)
Armies of the Greek and Persian

Wars {W.R.G.}
Armies and Enemies of Ancient

Egypt and Assyria (W.R.G.)
Armies and Enemies of Ancient

China (W.R.G.)
The War Fleets of Antiquity

by Richard Nelson (W.R.G.)
Wargames Cam|»eigns by Tony Bath

(W.R.G.)
English Civil War — US publication
How to Win Wargames (Mike

Philpott and Bob Thompson)
Agincourt by Almark gives details of

the battles and extensive painting
details

The Napoleonic Wargame by
G. W. Jeffreys

STAMPED SELF-ADDRESSED ENVELOPE FOR FULL
LISTS

G1 Officer cloak and double crested Corinthian
helmet

G2 Standard Bearer
G3 Hoplite Corinthian, helmet, in reserve
G4 Hoplite Corinthian, helmet, attacking
G5 Trumpeter
G6 Peltast, unarmoured with Hoplite, shield, spear,

attic helmet, attacking
G7 Slinger
G8 Archer, armoured, taking arrow from quiver
G9 Sythian Mercenary Archer, unarmoured, drawing

bow
G10 Spartan Hoplite, cloak, crested Pilos helmet, in

reserve

G^1 Spartan Hoplite, cloak, crested Pilos helmet,
attacking

G12 Theban Hoplite, attic helmet, attacking
G13 Peltost, small shield, javelin and Thracian helmet
G14 Theban Hopliie, attic helmet, in reserve
GC1 Cavalry Officer
GC2 Cavalry Standard Bearer
GC3 Cavafryman, armoured shield and spear,

Corinthian helmet
GC4 Cavalryman, unarmoured, shield and spear,

Boeotian helmet
GC5 Cavalryman, armoured with javelin, attic helmet
ROMAN EMPIRE
RE1 Tribune on foot
RE2 Centurion advancing
RE3 Signifer
RE4 Cornicer
RES Aquilifer
RES Legionary attacking
RE6A Legionary marching
RE7 Auxiliary with shield and spear, attacking
RES Auxiliary Slinger
RE9 Auxiliary with shield and javelin
RE10 Auxiliary Asiatic armoured archer
RECl Cavalry Officer
REC2 Cavalry Standard Bearer
REC3 Cavalryman, armoured with spear and shield
REC4 Cavalryman, leather armour with shield and

javelin

Wargames rules
LAND BATTLES

1(X)0BC to 1(X)0AD (W.R.G.)
Wars of the Roses-Medieval (Oecalset)
1500-1660 2nd edition (Birmingham)
Napoleonic (L.W.S.)
1750-1850 Warfare (W.R.G.)
American Civil War

(Confederate High Command)
20th Century Skirmish Rules
Infantry Action 1925-1 975 (W.R.G.)
Armour/Infantry Action 1925-1950
Micro-Warfare-Ground Forces W.W.II

(Skytrex)
Leicester-Micro-Warfare W.W.II
1950-1975 Armour/Infantry (W.R.G.)
W.W.II Rules — basic (Mike Philpotl &

Bob Thompson)
Colonial Skirmish Rules
New W.W.I Land Battles
New Musketeer Rules 1490-1690
1/300th Napoleonic Rules

NAVAL BATTLES
Greek Naval (W.R.G.)
Greek Naval Warfare (L.W.S.)
Napoleonic Naval (Navwar)
American Civil War Ironclads

(Navwar)
W.W.t Naval (Skytrex)
W.W.i Naval (Leicester)
Galactic Warfare Rules

POSTAGE RATES
UK
BFPO
AFPO

10% up to £5
FREE OVER £5

GARRISON 76%
REMAINDER 30%

AGENT FOR THE U.S.A.

Bill Dean Books Ltd.. 166-41,

Powells Cove Boulevard,
Whitestone, New York 11357

INFANTRY
CAVALRY

CHARIOTS
CAMEL & RIDER

PE1 Officer
PE2 Standard Bearer
PE3 Immortal attacking
PE4 Infantryman, unarmoured, spear and shield and

bow in case, attacking
PE5 Immortal in reserve
PE6 Immortal firing bow
PE6A Shield hung on spear planted in ground for PE6
PE7 Infantryman, unarmoured, shield and javelin
PE8 Infantrypian, unarmoured, shield and javelin
PE9 infantryman, unarmoured, firing bow
PE9A Shield hung on spear planted in ground for PE9
PE10 Armoured Infantryman, spear and shield,

attacking
PE11 Phrygian, armoured with crested helmet: spear

and shield attacking
PE12 Phrygian, armoured with crested helmet, spear

and shield in reserve

PE13 Phrygian, armoured with crested helmet with
double headed axe

PEC1 Cavalry Officer
PEC2 Cavalry Standard Bearer
PEC3 Cavalryman, unarmoured, spear and shield with

bow in case
PEC4 Cavalryman, unarmoured with spear and bow in

case

PECS Cavalryman armoured with spear and shield
PEC6 Clibanarius spear shield bow in case on armoured

horse

PEC7 Camel Corps armoured spear and shield with bow
in case armoured camel

PECS Camel Corps unarmoured spear and shield with
bow in case unarmoured camel

S20 Sythed Chariot with 2 crew

A1 Officer, armoured with sword
A2 Infantryman, armoured with spear and shield,

attacking
A3 Infantryman, armoured with spear and shield, in

reserve

A4 Standard Bearer
A5 Archer, armoured, firing bow
A6 Archer, unarmoured, drawing bow
A7 Infantryman with long mail coat with spear and

shield and bow in case, in reserve
A8 Unarmoured Infantryman with spear and shield,

attacking
A9 Armoured Slinger
A10 Unarmoured Slinger with shield
A11 Infantryman in long mail coat with shield and

spear and bow in case, attacking
A12 Unarmoured Infantryman with shield and spear,

in reserve

AC1 Cavalry Officer
AC2 Cavalry Standard Bearer
AC3 Armoured Cavalryman with shield and spear
AC4 Armoured Cavalryman with shield and spear and

bow in case
AC5 Unarmoured Cavalryman with shield and spear

and bow in case
SI 9 Heavy Chariot with 3 crew

ROMAN REPUBLIC
RR1 Standard Bearer
RR2 Centurion
RR3 Trumpeter
RR4 Princepes, mail coat, large shield and spear, in

reserve

RR5 Hasiati, mail coat, large shield and pilum
RR6 Triari, leather armour, large shield and spear,

attacking
RR7 Veleti, unarmoured, small shield and javelin
RRC1 Cavalry Officer
RRC2 Cavalryman, armoured with spear and shield
RRC3 Cavalry Standard Bearer

SItiJTRE
Dept. MM2, 28 CHURCH STREET,
WVMESWOLD,LEICESTERSHIRE.



So, University bWd. Denver Colorado 80209
Midwest Wal•9S^^as Supply l „, Aaini.

1516 Mor^tcl«l^ Place, hrm Arbor, MicKigar, 401OA

AUSTRALIA

Military Hobbies Sbop
3ab Spemcer St MelbourriG 3005

axvwv
METAL MINIATURES

25 mm Wargames Figures

"yiidj^oCmus
An extensive range including

MUSICIANS standard BEARERS & GUN CREWS FOR ALL ARMIES
■ ■ ■ ■

€n^li Civif ̂ ar
A large range

PERSONALITIES CANNONS & CART

■ ■ ■ n

16 tH Century
A coatinued. increase in. Range

mm mm

^JAncients
GREEKS, ROWANS, DARK AGES

FOOT FIGURES. ftp

CAVALRY-

CATALOGUE 15p

OTHER RANGES

NORMANS, TURKS SPANISH

Available from

MAIL ORDER OFFICE

23 GROVE ROAD

LEIGHTON BUZZARD

BEDS LU7 85F
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EDITORIAL

Wargaming has come a long way since the JakMy ^ / •/
seven of us who knew each other wrote regularly / ./ /
and travelled all over the country to hattle (in h. G.Weiis, playing scientific soldiers
reasonahly amicable fashion) on each others war-
gaming tal)le to "house" rules. Because of the
almost total absence of wargames figures, with
the exception of Jack Scruby in America and
Ronald Spencer-Smith's plastic 30mms in this country, we all converted, cast and moulded our own - ex
changing ideas and hints, doing Jobs for each other and generally making a really enjoyable "family"
affair of the whole business. But the march of progress cannot be denied and in its advance it
trampled on much of the spontaneous, practical and ingenious aspects of the hobby so that now most of
us are all a bit cynical and blas^ because we know that the type and size of our wargames armies de
pend largely upon economics rather than inventiveness. The greatest limiting factor in building up a
wargames army must be its painting but even that is overcome by those hobbyists with cash paying those
without to paint for them or, as does a well-known wargamer who is also a school teacher, persuading
classes of youngsters that there is nothing more desirable than sitting painting wargames figures for
you:

Recently it was interesting to hear from a wargamer of long-standing that he was becoming dis
enchanted with the hobby, that it was all too easy and he longed for a return to the day when ones
armies were governed not by the purse but by nimbleness of brain and fingers. It fits in with that
latent dream of Mankind that simplicity is the answer to everything, that the rat-race of commercial
life can be replaced by a Utopian existence at basic levels in a isolated farm where, lacking elect
ricity, mains— water, ;l sanitation and all other modern facilities, a man can get back to basics and
live off the land. That legend is personified in the wargamer's mind by a return to basic rules that
control "fun" games with everyone cheerfully and humorously accepting acknowledgeijlack of realism in
the interest of rapid playability. That this has begun to happen in a limited fashion is indicated
by recent letters and articles dealing with the return to simple rules but where does one get the
simple unspoilt minds and temperaments that will have to go with them? So far as I can see, there is
no way in which we can return to the days when we laboriously made our own figures (and 1 doubt if
any of us REALLY want to). 1 find it hard to visualise any of my acquaintances messing about for
weeks making a regiment of Nassau Grenadiers out of some Airfix cowboys when for the expenditure of
about a fiver (less if 15mm are used) they can obtain a beautifully modelled unit frora,one of the
many competent commercial organisations only too eager to fill their needs.

My second point arises from the recent publication of the 5th version of the Wargames Research
Group Ancient Rules (see the "Must List"). 1 struggled with the first copy of amended sets before
deciding that 1 was temperamentally unsuited to use them but returned to considering their use because
my son, who fights with them at the Wessex Military Society, has built up a Sassanid Army and the
W.R.G. rules are about the only universal set by which we can fight each other. Now 1 find that they
have been considerably revised and, in the opinion of no less authorities than Peter Gilder, winner
of the Society of Ancients Wargame Championship, there are many different aspects in the evaluations
arising from those changes. 1 suppose it is a sign of encroaching old age, tiut 1 hate change and 1
would have loved at least one relatively common aspect of wargaming to have remained the same! Of
course, this is quite unreasonable of me because, apart from the commercial considerations for the
Wargames Research Group of putting out new sets of rules, the ideas and researches of users makes it
inevitable that they shall force amendments upon the formulators and publishers of those rules. But
1 can't help thinking that it is awful to consider that there will never be an end to amendments to
Wargames Research Rules (and probably everybody else's as well!) 1 now sit back and await spirited
letters from Bob O'Brien and Phil Barker - don't disappoint me lads!

IMPORTANT NOTICE: A most grievous error was made in the last issue of WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER
when, on page 17 a pair of fine drawings by Michael Chappell, from Philip Haythornthwaite's book
UNIFORMS OF THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR, were attributed to the wrong publisher! This beautifully illus
trated book was published by BLANDFORD PRESS, in their'BLANDFORD COLOUR SERIES".

DON FEATHERSTONE

SUBSCRIPTION RATES; 30p per copy + 6p postage - £{i,32p per annum for 12 issues.
Overseas - £A.50p (j^l3).

This includes Bank Handling charges for non-sterling areas. Subscriptions and Enquiries Editorial Office

ADVERTISING RATES:

Advertisement Manager,

Roland Sutton,
Tradition,

188 Piccadilly, London WIV 9^.

Full page -
Half page -
Quarter page -
Eighth page

£12.00p
£7.OOp
£A.00p
£2.50p

Belmont-Maittand (Publishers) Ltd. Ddnald Featherstone
Tradition, 188 Piccadilly

• London. WIV 9DA 69 HiM Lane
P.O. Box 4C1A Southampton SOl 5AD

Tei: 01-734 1352 Hants. U.K.

THIS MAGAZINE HAS NO FACILITIES FOR ARTWORK AND ALL ADVERTISING COPY MUST BE "CAMERA-READY" TO A
PAGE SIZE OF 11" X 6".



TALKING WARGAMING

PROBLEM OF THE MONTH by Thomas E. DeVoe.

Perhaps you can help me with a problem that .
I have been unable to solve to any degree of ^
satisfaction. During the period 1803-1806, there \
are many references in "Anatomy of Glory" and ^
various other books, to the Italian Guard Grena- /I
diers and Chasseurs, serving with the French Army
in France. I have written to Fred Vietmeyer ) <
several times on the matter and he has given liie a /
little information, but most of his works, (Column, ^
Line and Square) are based on the 1808-1814
period. Therefore I thought that you or some of
your readers might be able to help me. What was
the organisation of the Italian Grenadier Guards
serving in France during 1803-1806? Were they '
part of the "GUARD" or just attached guard troops? /
Napoleon had been crowned King of Rome and there- l
fore wore two crowns and after 1806 the Italian
units mostly returned to Italy as part of Eugene
de Beauharnais's army and guard. They served again
in the Campaign against the Austrians ending in
the battle of Wagram, where they performed brilliantly.

ooOoo

III 11

The fate of a battle is the result of an instant of thought; the armies approach with various com
bination, Join battle, fight for a certain time, the decisive moment arrives, one moral spark gives the
word and the smallest reserve carries it out.

"Napoleon's War Maxims"

ooOoo

HINT OF THE MONTH;

THIS SHOULD NOT BE READ BY IMPRESSIONABLE WARGAMERS WHO DREAM AT NIGHTI During the course of the
editor's wartime experiences in North Africa he encountered the French Moroccan Goums, native Irregular
soldiers with a talent for scouting and patrolling. Seemingly, to encourage the Goums to make a
nuisance of themselves, they were paid a small sum for every ear they brought in. This practice caused
alarm amongst the Allies because, when detached from the body, there is not much difference between a
German, a British, a French or an American ear! To avoid mislaying any ears they might have collected,
each Goum had a large half—moon shaped needle attached to a length of string, tied to the metal canopy
stay of the vehicle in which they travelled, the ears being threaded on thiS' cord and "cashed in" at
the end of the journey. To get to the point of this preamble, a long upholsterer's needle threaded with
nylon cord can be used to make an inexpensive rough and ready binder for copies of this or any other
magazine. Tie a knot at the end of the nylon and thread the copies on it, adding a copy of the magazine
each month as it comes out. Well, do you think the ending was worthy of the beginning — and will this
cause the more bloodthirsty among us to start formulating wargames rules for ear-collecting?

ooOoo

THIS MUST BE REFLECTED IN OUR RULES SOMEHOW!

The numerous observers sent to the American Civil W^r battlefield by the major European Powers
failed completely to learn its lessons of defensive firepower, perhaps preferring to base their assump
tions on success of Prussian offensive tactics in the three European wars that occurred during this
decade. No doubt they noted that while the armies of Prussia twice crushed opponents ostensibly as
powerful, as themselves, it took overwhelming Federal armies and resources four long and weary years to
crush the Confederacy, far smaller in both manpower and resources.

Master-minded by Helmuth von Moltke, German military thinking backed by a fervent nationalism bred
a new style of warfare which prevailed until 1945.

ooOoo

MILITARY QUIZ OF THE MONTH:

1. Dates of Battles of - Jena/Auerstedt; Lutzen; Midway and Naseby?
2. Who commanded the two forces at Cowpens (American Revolution)?
3. In what war was the Battle of Bueno Vista fought?
4. What was the fortified town that stood siege for 7 months in the Russo-Japanese War 1904/5?

ANSWERS ON PAGE



BATTLE REPORT

THE BATTLE OF BUHKHAM, IN THE COUNTY OF SOUTHAMPTON

David Barnes 1^1

squadron of cuirassiers and squadrons of Trumpett's Horse \
and Blue's Horse with a saker and galloper gun are escort- C'

from the south along Rushmoor Lane. Unknown to them, at
Burkham if miles away to the north Is a Parliamentary force
consisting of a large body of horse with the banner "Plnkus ^ J • I
Ad Valorem Tlbl"; another body of cavalry Scrogge's Horse;
some Scots Infantry; Lord Brooke's Regiment of Foot, a
regiment of Fairfax's Foot and a saker and crew. Marching
to reinforce them Is Greene's Regiment of Foot of the New Model.

The Game;- The Royalists sent out their cavalry to scout ahead, the culrassers heading the main
body behind them. Trumpett's Horse went up Rushmoor Lane and Blue's Horse scouted down a lane bordered
with old chalk pits to Ashley Farm on the south-east. Just beyond Plttard's Wood Trurapett's Horse ran
Into the main body of Parliamentary Horse at the cross roads. The narrow lane echoed to pistol shots
and the scrape of steel blades as a melee ensued. This swayed back and forth as both sides sent des
perate messages for reinforcements.

The main Parliament force, camped In the park of Burkham House became a hive of activity - en
couraged by the figure of General Cromwell, no less, his Standard and bodyguard looking on.

Meanwhile Blue's Horse had trotted down a parallel lane to Rushraoor Lane towards Powell's Farm,
troubled by the fact that sounds of the melee were drifting towards them, the action masked by
Plttard's Wood. The Royalist saker and galloper gun followed Blue's to Powell's Farm and unllmbered,
the fusils lining the stone wall that divided the lane from the farm.

Slowly but surely the Royalist Trumpett's were gaining ascendancy over the Parliament Horse. How
ever, In their rear Lord Brooke's Regiment hurried down the lane from Burkham and Scrogges' Horse were
leaping their steeds thro' and over the hedge landing them In a ploughed section on the east. Their
Scots allies lined the hedge with muskets pikes and even a few plalded archers.

The cornet l/c Blue's Horse squadron set his horse at the broken stone wall before him and with
his gentlemen urging their horses behind him swung round the plough and Into Scrogge's Horse who just
had time enough to get Into some kind of order to receive their chargel

The Royalist cuirassiers lumbered through Bradleywood on the le
near the ancient earthwork. Luckily for them several rides had been
trees they saw a daunting sight. To their left on the cart track le
of Parliament Foot, on their right another group of pikes and musket
Ing over the wall of the lane tliat fronted Burkham House was a Parll
The cuirassiers, trusting to their armour, trotted into the Infantry
They received a galling fire from the muskets and a cannonball carrl
The sorry outcome saw a lone cuirassier routing back Into the wood.

ft of Rushmoor Lane and emerged
kept open. On debouching from the

adlng to Burkham Park stood a body
s. Before them up the hill, lower-
ament saker with supporting fusils!
on their left on the cart track,

ed two men away before they meleed.
The battle saw him no more.

Before Powell's Farm the Royalist galloper gun and saker went off In unison, but shooting was poor
and Lord Brooke's Regiment pressed on down Rushmoor Lane. Blue's Horse hit Scrogges' Horse and a
melee ensued. Both sides suffered badly, but Blue's Horse became dismayed and fled back the way they
had come.

Trumpett's Horse, having decimated their opponents now forced their horses thro' the hedge of
Rushmoor Lane and fell on the rear of the Parliament Foot who had helped massacre the cuirassiers.
This was too much for the Infantry who routed from the field. Rather foolishly Trumpett's Horse, now
"having blood In their eye" went on at the second body of Parliament Infantry standing on the cart
track. As they passed the saker It fired at them and they were shattered by a well delivered volley
from behind the pikes. Trumpett's Horse too had fought their last.

The Royalist galloper and the saker were banging away before Powell's Farm with only moderate
success. Scrogges' Horse swung at the saker and the fusils closed up as the pistols flashed over the
wall. The saker, the wall and the fusils were too mucli for Scrogges' Horse; seeing the remnants of
Blue's Horse rallying back their survivors withdrew.

Lord Brooke's Regiment left Rushmoor Lane and swung right thro' Brad!eywoods. Their Intention
evidently to despoil the wagon train. However, they had discounted Pendrlll's Regiment of Foot and
that there was a lane leading away from them to Ashley Farm. The wagon train took this and then
followed the parallel road to Powell's Farm. This put David's Royalist infantry between them and the
foe. Pendrlll's and David's linked forces with the galloper gun at their conjunction, making tne west
hedge of Rushmoor Lane their frontage. Pendrill's suffered from tlie Parliament saker, still before
Burkham House. In an attempt to silence this gun the Royalist officer of Artillery ordered his men to
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break down the wall before them and take their saker round the plough and bring it to bear on that
of Parliament. With a strong body of fusils supporting this much was accomplished. However, th«
Parliament men levered their gun around and with a lucky shot took off half the Royalist saker s
crew. At the same time the only unscathed and uncommitted Parliament infantry, a body of Greene s
New Model Infantry opened a sharp fire on the Royal fusils.

Darkness fell rapidly with Brooke's Regiment crashing through Bradleywood looking for the wagon
train that had escaped them. The exhausted David's and Penrill's Regiments resting in the hedge of
Rushmoor Lane and an exasperated officer of the New Model Foot berating his men for not stepping out
to the sound of firing with more determination.

The wagon train had not reached Basing House — but what of the morrow?

My son and I really enjoyed this battle and even more because the terrain was taken from OS
sheet SU.6^ and recreated on the table-top as closely as possible. Most of the Regiments names are
ours. The figures were a mixture of Tradition, Minifigs and Hinchliffe, except the wagon train which
was a tiny wooden farm set one can buy in little net bags, repainted by my son. The game lasted over
several hours on two days of the Christmas holidays The board was 6 feet by k feet. The rules were
Wargamer's Newsletter Publications.

LOOKING AROUND
AIRFIX Magazine - January 1976. In a new enlarged Ak size, the magazine seems to have taken on a new
lease of life. Well laid-out as always and full of useful articles including one on uniforms of the
British Army I66O-I90O by Bryan Fosten (dealing with the 78th Foot in the 18th century); Terry Wise
describes the construction of ship models for Operation Sealion as a wargame; a figure conversion of
US infantryman of the Mexican War; Modelling Russian Military Trucks; a report on Northern Militaire;
The Gun of the FutuTe FH70, one of the latest pieces of heavy artillery; interesting articles on war-
gaming, features concerning new kits and models; new for the wargamers; books for modellers, letters,
etc. A fine issue.

JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY FOR ARMY HISTORICAL RESEARCH - Winter 1975- Amid a great deal of really useful
military historical information, the most useful from oui- point of view are the Peninsular and Waterloo
Letters of Captain Fenton and an article on the l6th Lancers Camel Corps Detachment 188'4 with illustra
tion.

BATTLEFLEET - Vol.9; No.l. Magazine of tiie Naval Wurgames Society. German Navy pre World War 1; Naval
Wargamers Librar>'; Napoleonic Model Review plus othei' features.

THE COURIER - Bulletin of tiie New England Wargamers Association - Vol.11: No.5. Articles on Ancient
Wargaming; A.C.W. Armies for JEB; Inca Militarism; The American Revolution as a Wargame; Notes on
Cavalry; Naval Wargaming j)ro-191^; A Crimean War Battle Problem; A Simplified Melee System; plus
letters and other features.

THE AVALON HILL GENERAL - Nov.-Dec. 1975. A good article on the Army of Alexander the Great; articles
on boardgames Stalingrad, Panzeiblitz, boardgames by mail, Midway', Command Control in 1776, France
19^0, Afrika Korps ; plus a Study of Wargaraers and an article Calculated Victory.

MILITARY MODELLING - February 1976. Well produced as always and in addition to all the usual features
of new kits, models, correspondence, etc., contains articles on British Array Transport from Airfix kit-
conversions; Uniforms of the French 1st Hussars; A Report on Northern Militaire; The Royal Scythian
Horse Archers; Model Trees for Dioramas; Vespasian in Dorset; British Submarines; Napoleonic Arrillery
Uniforms; The Crusader Tank in the Desert (with some good coloured plates); Flat Figures for Everyone,
etc.

THE NORSEMAN - January 1976 - Manchester Area Wargarae Society Club Magazine. This lively "local"
journal keeps going but I would still I'athei' see more wargaming material and less military history
which, after all, can always be found elsewliere but wargaming is unique! Contains a report on the
Battle at New Orleans in 1819; Tlie Achaeiiienid Persian Soldier of the 5th century BC; reviews of new
figures, books, etc.

PANZERFAUSi'AND CAMPAIGN - Jan-Fob. '76. This magazine has changed its name at the same time as
another American magazine named Campaign has emerged - could be interesting! Contains an American
article My Pilgrimage to the Catliedrals of Wargaraing exclusively dealing with boardgaming though as
does almost every other contribution in the magazine, plus a review of miniature rules, books,
correspondence, etc.

RANK AND FILE - The Tombridge Wells Wargames Society Newsletter - November 1975. This friendly and
very active Club detail all their events of the Summer and they seem to have been plenty. Reports on
numerous wargames, reviews of kits and rules, etc.

THE RHINE CONFEDERATE - The Official monthly Journal of the Rhine Confederation Wargames Club. This
seems to be mainly composed of American Servicemen in Germany and is obviously a very enthusiastic
business. Their magazine contains articles on boardgames; Making up a British Colonial Army I8OO-190O;
Medal Awards and details of the v-ery thorough campaigns the Club are running. The November and
December issue is an anniversary affair and contains articles on the latest games; the Zulus; Gunpowder
and its effect on War; Artillery; Honours and Distinctions; Keeping a Record of Wargames Units plus
more details of their local campaigns.

SAVAGE AND SOLDIER - Vol.8: No.5. An absolute must for the Colonial wargamer contains a good article
by Doug Johnson who began it all from somewhere in tlie Sudan; Tlie Boer War with a vast amount of in
formation about formations, artillery, etc; Boer War Wargames; Logistics of the 1873 Russian Expedi
tion to Khiva; Hidden Movement by Piiil Barker; German African Organisation and Uniforms; An Intelli
gence report from Egypt 1895; and other features dealing with Colonial troops, etc.

SOLDIER MAGAZINE - January 1976. Beautifully illustrated as always, contains articles oil the King's
Shropshire Light Infantry Museum; the activities of the Modern Army; fine extended reviews of military
records, books, etc. February 1976. The Light Infantry Museum; arricles on the present day Army etnd

CONTINUED ON PAGE I''-



TWO OUTSTANDING EVENTS

It is unfortunate that two such highly promising events should he on successive weekends thus,
on economic grounds, prohahly forcing the impecunious and often youthful wargamer to make a choice
as to which he should attend. There is no douht whatsoever that BOTH should he visited even if it
means taking out a second mortgage or selling the family car!

The first of these events is the Arms and Armour Press full-day event AMERICA'S MILITARY
HERITAGE 1776-1865 to he held from 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. on Saturday, March 27th 1976 at the London
Tara Hotel, Wrights Lane, Kensington, London W8. In addition to trade stands of all the hest known
manufacturers, there are to he some quite unique lectures and demonstrations hy some of the hest
known military personalities of the day. They include W.Y.Carman on Military Costumes 1776—1865;
Weapons and Firepower 1776—1865 a forum introduced hy F.W.Wilkinson and including panellists Major—
General B.P.Hughes and Ian V. Hogg; Major—General J.D.Lunt for a talk on Burgoyne and the War of
Independence whilst David Chandler will speak on Stonewall Jackson and the Valley of Death in 1862.
Also, there will he American archive films on the War of Independence and the Civil War. Perhaps
of the greatest interest to the wargaming fraternity will he the 1^ hour wargame/demonstration of
the American Revolution hattle of Freeman's Farm conducted hy two of the most experienced wargamers
around - Donald Featherstone and Peter Gilder. Using the imcomparahle figures and terrain that
graced the coloured pages of the recent Sampson Lowe puhlication BATTLES OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
hy Kurt Johnson, this demonstration is a completely new and original concept; Bringing this interest
ing hattle to life hy means of contemporary writing, music, lighting and movement.

To ensure admission to the iectures and film, "Full" tickets lill he sold in advance at a cost
of £1.50p - seating in the lecture theatre will he hy numbered ticket only and, as these are limited,
you are advised to immediately send your £1.50pwith_a foolscap S.A.E. to Arms and Armour Press, 2-6
Hampstead High Street, London NW3. Any unsold "Full" tickets will he placed on sale on the day hut
this is a hit of a risk. Admission to Trade and Society stands and the wargame/demonstration (limited
"ticket") 50p.

In addition to making a contribution to the world of the military historian, collector and war—
gamer, this event AMERICA'S MILITARY HERITAGE 1776-1865 also marks the publication of the magnificent
ATLAS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION. Any copies of the hook bought on the day of the Convention will
include a Commemorative Day Book Plate. If you have obtained a hook previously from your regular
bookseller bring with you a receipt and you will he presented with a copy of the limited—issue hook
plate hut no hook plages will he available after the day of the event.

On the very next weekend Saturday and Sunday, April 3rd and 'ith, MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED of
Southampton, are holding THE FIRST ANNUAL SOUTHERN MILITAIRE EXHIBITION at the Post House Hotel, (near
the Royal Pier) Southampton. Here, the Hampshire Suite of nearly 5,000 square feet, self-contained
ground floor hall with ample free car parking, is being used for what promises to he a superb Exhibi
tion centralling round trade stands, audience participation games. Club displays, painting competitions
organised hy the South Hants Military Modelling Society to B.M.S.S. Rules, outdoor activities and
many other attractions.

Wargamers will he particularly interested in the National Individual Skirmish Wargames Champion
ship which is being held at this Exhibition under the control of Mike Blake and Ian Colwill — full
details are given elsewhere in this issue.

SOUTHERN MILITAIRE 1976 runs from 10.30 a.m. to 6.30 p.m. on Saturday the 3rd April and from
10.30 a.m. to h p.m. on Sunday, ^th April. Admission 30p adults and lOp children - if you are attend
ing on both days then special admission fees are available.

1 can vouch for the fact that MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED are sparing no trouble to make this a
fine and memorable affair — everyone is buzzing ai'ound down there and the Wessex Military Society are
busily organising demonstrations and the like. Neville Dickinson, Ron Miles and Tony Bath among others
at MINIATURE FIGURINES have all done a great deal to encourage the growth of wargaming - both in a
commercial and practical sense and the fruits of their experience will ensure that this is a worthwhile
affair which, if adequately supported, could well become to the South of England what Northern
Militaire in Manchester is to the North.

LETTERS - Continued from Page 23

well, dealing in second-hand soldiers have done two things for me: l) helped me build up a reasonable
collection of figures cheaply; 2) given me a lot of fun. Unfortunately it has never made a profit
yet, hut usually breaks even.

So, Wargamers, if you want cheap figures both from people such as myself and also from the local
shops, and you want successful conventions, then think about us small traders. Most of us are war—
gamers and love our hobby.

Just as a last point, if anyone is having a convention over the next few months, drop me a line
and 1 will he glad to attend, if 1 can afford it."

M.A.Wade of 37 Grove Road, likley, Yoiksiiire,

ANSWERS TO QUIZ ON PAGE 7

l^th October 1806; l6 November 1632; 3 June 19^2 and lA June 16A5.
Greene (American) and Tarleton (British).
U.S./Mexican War 18A7.
Port Arthur.



THE EARLY HISTORY OF WARGAMING

J. E. Bennett

THE MISSING LINK - Part Two

Ancient India, shut off from the outside world hy oceans and mountain walls, and for centuries
maintaining a stylised mode of warfare, would have heen a fertile breeding ground for the wargame. A
similar situation prevailed in 18th century Europe, the Age of Reason, when a mathematical formula
for the conduct of war was sought and the wargame was revived. It is known that as early as 500 BC
field manoeuvres were carried out involving practically all the armed forces on the Indian sub
continent. The research into various battle arrays lasted 18 days. Wars, being highly chivalrous
affairs often stimulated from obscure diplomatic reasons, carried in their wake an abundance of
textbooks on military lore. Diplomatic works listed every conceivable motive for war; greed, folly,
ambition, love of a woman, etc., and Kings were expected to know how to "play off" enemies against
allies by adhering to intricate codes of conduct. "Duplicity" for instance, was an equal of "Peace
in a Kings six-fold policy. Most of the textbooks offered so many conditions determining courses of
action together with their opposites and balancing variables that they read like present-day wargame
campaign rulebooks.

It is for this sphere of military education, not readily aecessible to the general public of
that era, that Chaturanga stemmed, and there seems little reason to disagree with the words of the
Arab historian A1 Masudi who in 950 AD wrote, that in India, "the game of chess became a school of
government and defence; it was consulted in time of war, when military taetics were about to be em
ployed, to study the more or less rapid movement of troops."

This cosy world of idealised warfare was brought back to earth with a jolt when Alexander in
vaded India in the 3rd century BC. If the wargame Chaturanga did exist then in a professional
status, it was from then on doomed to a Dark Age until its resurrection by the Prussians 2000 years
later.

The oracle workers of the

ancient Indian army had no part to
play in the subsequent growth and
transformation of Chaturanga in the
eenturies following the birth of
Christ. In the meantime the game
had been adopted by the non-military
as a compulsive gambling game in
which the stakes ran high. Estates,
principalities, petty kingdoms,
wives and children were all fair

bets; in fact it was not uncommon
for players to wager their own
limbs. For games of this sort a
cauterizing vessel was kept nearby
to staunch the flow of blood. As a

last resort, the loser, providing
he still retained at least one use

ful appendage, was often inelined
to subdue his opponent by wielding
the heavy board as a club-like
weapon.

Chaturanja'B ' T.oni: "^ice' wert four siie5 and renuir.berfid 2,3,4,5 ,
so that opposin,^ faces totalled seven as in the cubic va.rlety.
"rhey were rolled alon,; the pal.i.s of the hands then on to the table.
It is not certain whether one or two dice were used, or whether
dice were eniployed throj,p'out the ;;ame.Not surprisingly, despite dice were eniployed throj,pout the ;;ame.

shrill claims that the invention of

Chaturanga was a well meaning
Buddhist attempt to supplant real
warfare by a game, the Hindu authorities were forced to adopt a hard line; all gambling was forbidden
in their culture. Though hard pressed, the Chaturanga players found they could evade the new laws
merely by discarding the dice. In time the allied pieces were regrouped at opposite ends of the board
and present day chess was born.

The practice of allotting stakes to the capture of Chaturanga pieces was just one of the many
principles lifted from the ancient textbooks of war. The State awarded special prizes for feats of
valour in battle, e.g. to kill a hostile king deserved an award of several gold pieces. A typical
list of graded awards attached to the destruction of parts of the enemy force ran as follows: coin,
kind, both, share of the plunder, land, and 'special' rewards.

Hindu policy maintained that every king should consider his nearest neighbour as an enemy and
that neighbours enemy as an ally. This is paralleled in the doubtful allianee between each pair of
partners in Chaturanga. Not only is each player dependant on the whim of the dice; partners are
separated from each other by the moves of their adversaries. Players are allowed to seize the
"throne" (kings square) of allies, and even to capture that ally's rajah. From then on the force of
that ally is annexed and under the control of the capturing player. A player that suffers this re
versal of fortune is not necessarily put out of the game, as ransoms and exchanges of prisoner kings
may be negotiated.

Chess has relinquished these diplomatic aspects apart from the factor of pawn promotion. Check
mate also was a later innovation. The object of Chaturanga is for one pair of partners to capture
both hostile rajahs, upon which the pool or "treasure" is shared by the winning allies; or for one

EilYm'^t^e poSl"for himsellf have built an empire, and is able to



Treaties between partners may be negotiated, though there is no provision for them in the sur
viving rules. However, one ancient military tract describes four methods of treaty bargaining^which
could easily be adapted for a modern version of Chaturanga. They are: Peace with Honour, Territory,
Treasure and part of an army.

The inclusion of rules for morale would have been unthinkable in days of yore. The modern pro
fessional attitude does not differ. In "Venture Simulation" Alfred H. Hausrath writes that morale
"can neither be predicted or measured." Neither, he adds, can training, leadership, fatigue, fear,
courage or stress. These factors are therefore omitted from operational research methods.

"Pop" wargamers, humanitarians one and all, would consider morale indispensable in a wargame.
To up-date Chaturanga in this respect, and also to make it possible for board wargamers to deploy a
greater range of figures in place of the simple chess pieces, the following list of regimental
qualities quoted in one of the Hindu military textbooks may prove useful. In descending or er they
are:-

Hereditary armies; Mercenary armies; Guild armies; Allies or prisoners; Wild trihes.

Another ancient military writer, Sukra, further classifies these as follows:-

Long standing armies
Trained armies

Officered by state
State equipped
Own troops
Hereditary troops

New recruits

Untrained armies

Not officered by the state
Supplying themselves
Allied troops
Mercenary troops

A more complex table of combat values can thus be worked out using the above as a model, which
should satisfy boardgamers reared on simulation techniques.

Another possibility for 'improving' Chaturanga is the utilisation of the earlier race game
Ashtapada as a preliminary sumbolic campaign. The four pieces used by each party can be 'envoys'
whose duty is to build up affection or disaffection among the other states. Successful home rules
can be rewarded by a choice of size and type of armies for the ensuing battle. There are plenty of
ideas to be found among the list of books given in the first article of this series that will help
to lay a veneer of sophistication to the rough and ready rules of Chaturanga as they have been handed
down to us. With a little application Chaturanga may hopefully oust "Middle Earth" as the latest
wargaming rage.

From experience I have found the "missing link'', Chaturanga, to hold a fatal fascination for the
wargamer who possesses the gambling instinct, and there have been moments when I have felt that the
days of the cauterizing vessel were not so distant. Therefore as a gentle warning I would remind
readers that the laws of chivalry in ancient Indian warfare were extremely generous, but as an added
safeguard Monopoly money can provide a fair substitute for the real thing!

Table of yoves an'' 'alues

Ch-itun,n^ a Oorresponiing "take pice roll ;,'ove Pieee it is
piece chess piece value to move permitted to

capture

As King Any

in chess

Elephant Pook As rook Any

Norseman Knight As knight any

chariot Bishop 2 squares Chariots
diagonally, or
'hopping' as ^
necessary

Infantry Pawn As pawn nhariots

pawns only

STOP PRESS!! MILITARAMA '76 which was to have been held in Harrogate on April 2nd and 3rd 1976, has
been CANCELLED.



THE STEVE CURTIS MEMORIAL TROPHY

SKIRMISH WARGAMES NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP

VENUE; SOUTHERN MILITARIA 1976,
SOUTHAMPTON.

3-A APRIL 1976

In response to Don's initiative in
putting forward the idea of a Challenge
Trophy in memory of Steve Curtis, co-
founder of Skirmish Wargames. we other
two members of the group have enthusias
tically grabbed at the opportunity to
stage such an event. Neville Dickinson
of Miniature Figurines (who are sponsor
ing the Convention) has generously
offered full facilities to us to stage
the Championship, and Don has offered as
much publicity as possible in the News
letter. Details of the Championship
follow, and it is hoped that keen
skirmishers will enter - although this
will be a competitive game, it will be
conducted in true Long Hair Steve fashion
in a friendly and fun way with the
emphasis on ENJOYMENT.

ENTRY: Will be open to all, with a
nominal fee of 25p to cover paperwork,
etc. The number of places available will
be limited because all the rounds must be

played over the same weekend, therefore
entries will be accepted on a first come
first served basis preferably by post
but also at Southampton on the day of the event.

m

lOb cotwiu. .Strife coictis

RULES: The Old West Skirmish Rules will be used for all games. Competitors will be expected to be
familiar with the rules (copies obtainable from us £1.50p per set).

THE GAMES: As befitting a memorial game to old L.H. Hisself, the games will, all take place in an Old
West township, CONGREGATION, PIMA COUNTY, NEW MEXICO. The terrain and figures will be provided by
Skirmish Wargames as a large display set piece, representing the lively township of Congregation which
is at the end of the cattle trails from all over the county and vthere the railhead is located. Con
gregation is at the end of many miles of dry and dusty riding for the cowboys brining in the herds for
shipment worth on the railroad. The weary cowboys are paid off there, and seek solace and succour in
the cribs, saloons and cheap dives. They like a little excitement, and are prone to shooting the place
up a mite just to prove they are enjoying themselves'. Trying to keep some semblance of law and order,
the town marshal and his deputies walk the knife edge between the rival factions. The cowboy and cattle
baron, sheep herders and sodbusters, gamblers and con men, the Army, Mexican drifters from over the
border, the railroad crews, and the tradesmen and townsfolk, outlaws and gunmen after the bank, and out
oi town the Apaches to the West and Comanches to the east! A set up bursting with possibilities for
SHrmish games. All these elements, plus, will be represented on the table, and players may find them-
■siives as any one of the many characters who people the town - and in some pretyy desparate situations
too!

THE TROPHF: Details have yet to be finalised, but we plan to have something special which will truly
represent Long Hfir and the Spirit of the Old West. Finalists will also receive permanant keepsakes to
mark their achievement.

FIGURE COMPETITION: In addition to the Championship Games, there will be an open competition for
Personality Skirmish Wargame figures to encourage players and other visitors to bring along their own
figures.

CONTACT - Ian Colwill, SKIRMISH WARGAMES, 24 Mill Road, Gillingham, Kent, ME? IHN.

LOOKING AROUND - Continued from Page 10.

its activities; and the usual fine reviews of records, books and correspondence.

WAR MONTHLY - Issue 25. Really getting established now and full of interest. Contains fine illustrat
ed articles on LCT Commander (invasion vessels); Tank v Tank World War I; Bombing of Nuremberg;
Solferino 1859 (an inspiration to the wargamer); Race for Tunis 1942; and Assaulting Bunkers and
fortified positions; a fine issue.

At Omdurman in 1898 the Camel Corps proved to be quite unable to contend with a mobile enemy on
rocky ground, so they were ordered to fall back on the right flank of the main position, covered by
cavalry and guns. The Dervishes, pressing the attack, captured two guns and nearly succeeded in isola
ting the Camel Corps. At a critical moment a gunboat appeared from upstream and, assisted by the fire
of the land artillery, drove the pursuers back with very heavy loss.



NAPOLEONIC PECULIARITIES

From 1808 to I8I3 the various nations involved in Napoleonic Wars had the following tactical
features

British possessed a considerable number of rifle units; no armoured cuirassiers; no lancers; had
shrapnel howitzers; no 12—pdrs; no Guard Light Infantry battalions; had moderately effective rocket
batteries; fire of Line Infantry Battalions was highly effective; very high percentage of skirmisher
infantry; battle lines formed two-ranks deep rather than the normal three.

The French used assault field columns; high percentage of heavy and light Guards; armoured
cuirassiers with a possible slight protection from musket fire Over ranges of 20 yards; high percent
age of artillery and used dismountable Dragoons.

Austria - Austrian cuirassiers were unarmoured in the rear; heavy cavalry did not charge in
column or boot-to-boot but rather in looser Turkish style; line infantry regiments did not contain
skirmishers; jagers operated in two company detached units; no Guards; Grenadiers used in separate
battalions.

Prussians - No howitzers; Grenadier battalions had light artillery as a part of their organisation;
no armoured cuirassiers; used large quantities of Landwehr militia in action; used assault columns
French style; Grenadiers and Light Infantry formed in separate battalions; capable of limited dis
mountable Dragoon action.

Russia - Had Guard armoured cuirassiers; jager battalions do not deploy skirmishers; very large
musket calibre; used Cossacks as Light cavalry.

For the later Napoleonic period suggested line battalion of infantry is 2A Privates, 1 Standard.
Bearer, 3 Officers (l mounted) and 2 musicians (usually drummers). The privates are mounted on company
stand if required. All line formations are in single rank as this gives perhaps a truer proportion
between the depth and length of a formation. When skirmishing there must not be more than 1 man to
each inch of front.

The following was the composition of Line Infantry battalions in the later Napoleonie period:-

France - 6 Companies, 4 of Fusiliers and 1 of Grenadier and 1 of Voltigeurs. Normal fighting
formation was in close column of fusilier companies with the eagle in the centre of the leading eompany
and the drummers in the rear. Flank companies were right and left of the main column in the rear,
each company formed in a little column of two lines. Skirmishers formed from voltigeurs or from both
flank companies.

British - 10 Companies (with the greatly reduced numbers of a wargames battalion they would be so
small that six companies might be preferable). 1 Company with Grenadiers and 1 the Light Company. Men
will fight in formation was in line with the Grenadier Company on the right and the Light Company on
the left, mounted officer and drummers in the rear. Colour in the centre. Skirmishers formed from the
Light Company sometimes with additional skirmishers from rifle regiments.

Prussians - 4 Musketeer Companies with a normal fighting formation in close column of companies
with Standard in the centre of the first company and drummers between second and third. If skirmishers
are required then two schutzenzuge can be formed by detaching a third of each company to the right and
left - they function like French flank companies.

Austria - 6 Fusilier companies in a normal fighting formation of line or cop.umn of division (double
companies) in column the Standard is on the left of the third company and the drummers between the third
and fourth. Austrians rarely used skirmishers and only when the battalion was in line. An advance
guard was formed from one—third of each company on the Prussian system but this operated well in front
of the battalion and only a third of them were deployed as skirmishers.

Russia - 4 Companies three being musketeer companies and one Grenadier company which consisted of
a Grenadier and a Jager platoon. The normal fighting formation was line or close column of companies.
In line the Standard was in the centre with the Grenadier platoon on the right and the Jager platoon
on the left. In column the Standard is in centre of the leading company and the Grenadier company in
the rear with the drummers behind it. Skirmishers may be formed from one—third of each company, from
the Jager platoon or from the whole Grenadier Company.

"1 have a difficult problem to put to you, and the Newsletter readers. What was the size of a
British battalion in the years 1808-14? Before everybody laughr and condescendingly tells me to do
some research, I have done, and this is what I have come up with.

According to your excellent book "Wargames Through The Ages - Vol.111" it is 10 companies at 50
men, making 500, also Lilian and Fred Funken agree with you. But, on consulting "Napoleonic Wargaming
'  o r W TT J. 4-^ /Xif r»iT T5^-l- + 1c» morrca"7-T no

Could anyone tell me what it really was, and where their information came from? The real answer
to pleasant gaming seems to be take one figure, and not bother reading any mo ". but it goes against
every wargamer's natural instinct."

Graham Eve|(ns, 50 Long Furlong, Rugby, Warwickshire CV22 5QT.



1/500 WORLD WAR II GAMES;

An Antidote to the Big Battalions

* i.

extensive rules on the Desert and Russian campaigns res
pectively. All these rules state in their titles that they
are concerned with "TANK" Battles e.g. "Armour/Infantry" 1925-1950. The first factor, therefore in
considering these rules, is that they are hest suited to games where armour dominates. This seems
quite reasonable, the model tanks in I/300 scale are usually well detailed individually hut one cannot
relish fighting a hattle in which large numbers of 5mm high infantry have to he moved around, and made
to stand up, individually. There are also difficulties relating to ground scale which I shall go into
later.

Most rules do not give any specific figure scale hut W.R.G. hase their rules on a 1:1 hasis as
does Donald Featherstone in his hook on the Desert campaign. Most World War II period rules seem to
reckon on no more than a 1:A hasis to hring out the tactical intricacies of modern warfare. As far
as I know nohody has come up with rules to cover, say, a 1:20 figure scale. This would enable much
larger actions to he fought out hut the small unit (platoon) fighting would disappear and factors such
as supply would play a much more significant role. Morale rules would have to he altered and factors
such as replacements, repairs and breakdowns brought in. It is certainly not just a question of taking
the W.R.G. rules and saying that 1 model tank represents 20 instead of 1 as before and leaving morale
and firepower tables as they stand.

To fit in with figure scales of about 1:1 many rules have ground scales of 1mm to 1 yard, 1 inch
to 50 yards or 1 inch to 100 yards. Each scale provides for realistic terrain and the players choice
can he determined by the size of his table. A player with a table 8 feet by 4 feet might use the 1mm:
1 yard scale (2400 by 1200 yards) or 1 inch to 50 yards (2400 by 4800 yards). I have only a small 3O"
by 40" board so I use the 1" to 100 yard scale (3OOO x 4000 yards). These are quite large areas which
might be occupied by units of battalion or brigade strength.

Thus the current state of I/3OO scale modern wargames seems to have decided on a figure scale of
about 1 to 1 but ground scales which enable battalion or brigade actions to be fought out. They also
assume that battles will be dominated by armour. Unfortunately these ground and figure scales will
not mesh together very easily. A battle set in Normandy on a table say 2000 by 15OO yards would have
to have a brigade and supporting weapons to defend a front of 1500 yards if the wargamer was not to be
left wondering why the Allies took so long to break through the German defences in 1944. How is it
possible to represent the 3,000 men and hundreds of vehicles and guns of the brigade on a 1:1 basis?
Even in Russia where fronts were more thinly held assaulting divisions would have troops closely massed
to almost "European" levels of density to achieve local superiority while the rest of the front would
make only diversionary attacks. The obvious answer would be to have a different figure scale of say
1:20 but not only are there no rules for this type of game but the small unit tactics which are the
fascination of Modern wargaming would be submerged in the manoeuvering of larger units.

It seems to me that one of the answers is to forget the ambitions of refighting Kursk and Alamein
and stick to battles on a small unit level. Situations have to be found where armour is important but
not omnipotent - straightforward tank battles where infantry and artillery have no role are usually
very boring. At the same time we want a large area of ground for the units to have plenty of room to
manoeuvre and situations where there are no strong defences requiring days or hours to break. The
best situations for these requirements are meeting engagements, raids, reconnaissances in force rather
than massive set-piece assaults, which should be dominiated by infantry anyway.

Most tank battles were fought behind the front line of infantry divisions. One side or another
would break through with his armour and would be met behind the front with counterattacking armoured
units or anti-tank gun screens fighting a delaying action. Thus the stage is set for an encounter
battle between armoured forces for control of a crossroads, bridge or some other piece of vital
terrain. Units can come in at different times and places and there is scope for paratroops and air-
strikes. The possibilities are endless and while tanks will be important, infantry and artillery
should also have a significant role.

Another type of situation is the reconnaissance mission. This is slightly different from the
meeting engagement in that the defender will probably be relatively static though he might have a
larger force than the attacker. For example one player might have to test the defences of a number
of bridges which the other player was covering with a thinly stretched force. This force might be
hidden until attacking units spotted it or they fired. The attacker would have to find a way through
or round the defences to reach a bridge and the defender would try to stop him but reveal as few of



his units as possible. This reconnaissance situation can he built up as far as a full scale assault,
if desired.

Instead of trying to recreate an entire armoured division the units in these situations should
not really be above battalion size, assuming a 1:1 figure scale. To make them much larger will make
the game very long. Both sides used combined arms battle-groups, particularly later in the war.
Typical units in the British Army might be the Irish Guards battle group of 19A^-5. This had three
company/squadron battle groups each with a tank squadron, an infantry company, 2 3" mortars, 2 opdr
anti-tank guns, an artillery observer and engineer detachments. Reserve groups contained H.Q. and
service units, pioneers and 17 pounder anti-tank guns.

The Germans used battle groups from 19A0 onwards. For the Battle of Kasserine Pass in February
19A3 Rommel's units were split into five battle groups as follows:-

10 Panzer Division:

Group Reimann -

Group Gerhardt -

Group Lane

1 battalion Panzergrenadiers, 1 company Tiger Tanks, 1 company anti-tank guns,
1 battery assault guns, engineer and flak detachments.

1 Panzer battalion, 1 Panzergrenadier battalion, 1 anti-tank company, artillery
and engineer detachments.

1 Recce battalion, 1 Panzer battalion, 1 Engineer battalion, 1 anti-tank company,
1 flak detachment.

The 21st Panzer division was split into two groups such as these. Try using units like these
scaled down to 1:1 with companies and platoons instead of battalions. Additional types of units can
be slotted in quite easily.

Finally I would like to pose a few questions about World War II wargames, for which some people
may have found answers.

Basically it is quite easy to reflect equipment difficulties in units so that Italians may be at
a great disadvantage with obsolete tanks. To a certain extent poor leadership can be introduced by
giving one side inadequate or non-existent radio communication so that they have to rely on motor
cyclists and runners. But how does one reflect poor training? The Americans, French, and British
were often poorly trained at the beginning of the war but often had adequate equipment and good
communications. How can the disastrous American command failures of Kasserine Pass be introduced and
how can the small German units in the East beat off Russian units, more numerous and as well equipped
but less well trained? In W.R.G. rules can this just be done by deducting morale points or should
there be something more positive? This problem is easily solved in board games but I would be inter
ested to see what World War II Miniatures players think of it.

THE SWOP-SHOP
This new WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER service is intended to be a workable exchange system among British

wargamers. Items for exchange can be listed in an ordinary letter which must be accompanied by the
small coupon from below. So, you have something to swop, list the items thus:-

1. I have the following goods to offer:-

2. I am interested in Item No. offered by
envelope. I can offer in exchange the following:-

3. I am anxious to obtain the following:-

I enclose a plain stamped

Send list (with coupon) to the Swop Shop, Wargamer's Newsletter, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton SOL
5AD. The goods will then be listed in the next issue of Wargamer's Newsletter.

If you see items listed that you fancy, send a coupon with a plain, stamped envelope to the Editor,
who will address it, and pass it on - any negotiations can then be carried on direct. You are welcome
to simultaneously avail yourself of both ends of the swopping system.

Please note that coupons are ONLY valid for the month indicated. Because of postal difficulties
and delays, this service must be restricted to wargamers resident in Great Britain.

25. A.F.H.Waters offers:- Fortescue History of the British Army vols. Ill (American Revolution) and
IV (French Revolution, in two parts plus map volume); Oman's History of the Peninsular War Vol.V
(Badajoz, Cuidad Rodrigo, Salamanca).

He is anxious to obtain - Fortescue vols. VII, VIII, IX or X including maps. Oman vols. Ill, IV,
VI or VIII.

26. Ian Stuart offers:- Napoleonic Airfix - 15O British infantry, 180
French Infantry; 50 Prussian ^aldek infantry; 36 British cavalry; ^iS
French cavalry; 5 guns and crews and teams, British and French. 50
French Light infantry. Also 12 Minifigs Polish Lancers; 28 Hinton Hunt
Polish guard infantry. I Minifigs Spdr French gun and crews and team.
All well painted and organised into battalions and squadrons with
officers and colours.

He is anxious to obtain - I5mm Napoleonic British/French/Prussian
forces.

SWOP-SHOP VOUCHER

MARCH 1976

TO ACCOMPANY ALL "IN AND OUT"

SWOP DETAILS



BOOKS BY OLD MATES

It is with great pleasure that I review two hooks written hy wargaming friends of long standing
whom 1 have faced over many wargames tables and for whom 1 have a great respect both as men and now
as writers. Charlie Wesencraft has already written a fine "thinking" book PRACTICAL WARGAMING in
which he displayed a writing ability trhat' 1 had no idea he possessed! His latest book WITH PIKE AND
MUSKET consolidates that reputation, being a very readable and well written manuscript, displaying
considerable originality and a great deal of thought. Wargamers invariably display a marked disin
clination to accept rules other than those formulated by themselves and Charlie is no exception but
in his case he displays the ability to discard the nit-picking attributes displayed by many of our
colleagues as he suggests aspects which are workable and probably approaching originality as much as
one can in this enforcibly restricted field.

His latest book WITH PIKE AND MUSKET (reminds me of one of those glorious boys books by G.A.
Henty!) considers that fascinating and colourful period fast gaining popularity amongst wargamers
when the gunpowder weapon was superseding the bow and arrow and the pikeman was an important feature
on the battlefield. The book deals with weapons; the organisation of Elizabethan, Irish, British and
New Model Armies; the preparation of battlefields amd figures; the effect of weather; movement;
personalities; rules and conditions governing firing, melees and casualties and a battle record chart.
At the end of the book there is a summary of the rules of play but for the most part, its pages cover
reconstructions of twenty-seven battles beginning with Pinkie 15'i7 to Worcester 1651. Many of these
battles are small and little known affairs which provide considerable interest but, in a sense, the
title of the book is a misnomer because unfortunately Charlie has completely omitted all those wonder
ful battles of the French Religious Wars and numerous other Continental actions in favour of almost
exclusively considering battles of the English Civil War. The course of each battle is described and
the numbers given together with a scaled-down wargames requirement; a map is provided and historical
and chronological factors of each game are detailed. In the light of my personal aims in writing my
BATTLE NOTES FOR WARGAMERS and the new series of wargaming various periods of history, 1 am of the
opinion that Charlie, rather than enabling accurate historical reconstruction to take place is present
ing an opportunity for but a "nominal" reconstruction with a terrain & armies that are historically
accurate but with permissible subsequent events that possibly bear little or no resemblance to what
actually occurred. Nevertheless, this is a good and interesting book and a very worthy addition to
the fast growing library of wargaming literature — 1 can see 1 shall have to watch you, Charlie!

(Sf" X 5f"; 192 pages; 9 pages of photographs; 20 sketch-maps. Elmfield Press - £5.50p).

MAKING MODEL SOLDIERS by Michael Blake. Best known for his sterling work as a co-founder of
SKIRMISH WARGAMING involving individual personalised table-top combat, Mike Blake is also a highly
competent model maker and converter, a fine organiser and a stimulating writer. To those qualities
he now adds a surprising knowledge of the practical aspects of making model soldiers I'evealed in this
latest book. As 1 recommended to the publishers that Mike should write the book, 1 am more than a
little interested in the completed work. Armed with this book, even the most ham-handed novice can
achieve a considerable amount of satisfaction by his end results. It covers the transformation of
the soldier from a toy to a military miniature; tells how to get'started'; lists the tools and
accessories — the basic equipment, adhesives and modelling materials, the paints and brushes; tells
of painting techniques; assembling and animating; converting in polythene plastic, polystyrene plastic
and complex conversions. Then it goes on to that fascinating but difficult subject (both legally and
practically) of making, moulding and casting; considers displays and dioramas and stimulates the
imagination by a final chapter "Finding Out for Yourself". Its appendices give valuable information
of makers' names and addresses; specialist suppliers; Societies and Libraries; magazines; further
reading with an inevitable note on wargaming. The many photographs are excellent and Mike's great
talent with the pen and pencil is ably revealed in the numerous drawings which grace its pages. Even
though 1 have written two books on exactly this subject and have another one in the course of prepara
tion for a well-known publisher, 1 can say without any hesitation that Mike Blake's MAKING MODEL
SOLDIERS is as good as anything that has come out on the subject and 1 wish it every success.

(8f" X 5i"; 1^^ pages; innumerable photographs and line drawings. Stanley Paul - £3.60p).

CAN YOU HELP?

From Raymond Lang of the Spastics Society, Thomas Delarue School, Shipbourne Road, Tonbridge,
Kent TNll 9NP, 1 have received the following letter:-

"1 am very interested in wargaming and 1 wish to know more about the club for wargamers in
Southampton. In my school we have just started up a small club and we have a Carthaginian and an
African Army. We play to the Wargamer Society's rules, 1000 BC to 1000 A.D.

Perhaps before 1 go any further 1 must point out to you that 1 am handicapped, but 1 am able to
walk very well. My hands are shaky* but at school someone moves my armies for me. 1 hope that my
application will not be hindered by my disability.

My home is in Totton but 1 have to come to Tonbridge to be educated. 1 am at home for four
months of the year and so hopefully will join you when 1 can. My colleague and 1 are starting to
build up a British and French Napoleonic set. If you could suggest a book where we can study the
uniforms in detail for painting our figures we would again be most grateful. Please will you excuse
my bad typing and spelling."

This matter is being taken up by the Wessex Military Society whose activities take place not so
far from Totton where Raymond lives. Are there any Clubs in the Tonbridge area of Kent who might
feel inclined to either go along and demonstrate wargaming or send a single representative to talk
to these lads? It is not difficult to realise Just how much this would be appreciated.



Must List manmm

aircraft also in l;72n(i scale, moulded in two ^
attractive colours to help the younger _ I 1
modeller achieve a finished look without ' I 1
painting. The kit comes with two alternative 4flHfe||pH|H|||l i
sets of squadron decals and like all "MATCH-
BOX" kits, supplied with a multi-position ^ ^
display stand. Both kits include a multi- ^
language step-hy-step instruction leaflet
to facilitate easy assembly, together with
full paint plans for those who wish to have
a more elaborate model.

The latest MINIATURE FIGURINES releases include some new 15mm Ancients and Napoleonics - the
former consists of Persian Immortals, light cavalry and spearmen; Scythian Horse Archers; and Sassanid
Cataphracts and a Command Strip. In the Napoleonic range come Prussian Uhlan cavalry with a Command
Strip and some Russian Generals. There is also a rather nice bombard from the Wars of the Roses range.

It is interesting to note that Ray Seaton of WARRIOR has now gone into the 5^mm range, beginning
with a pair of figures by Julian Benassi (who has previously turned out figures for Hinchliffe). These
two new WARRIOR figures consist of a Sumarian and a Nubian Amazon and they sell at £1.30p each. The
first comes in five parts - the basic figure, an arm attached to a shield, and another arm with a
separate spear for assembling on the ornamental base that is provided. To my untutored eye, the figure
looks well proportioned and obviously made by a man who knows what he is up to. Personally, 1 prefer
figures to be in more active poses than this (he is standing with legs astride, awaiting action).
Expert friends from the South Hants Military Modelling Society to whom I showed these models, seemed a
little doubtful about the method of fixing the arms on this figure. The other figure^, being com
pletely nude, is extremely nubile and will undoubtedly present a most interesting model when completed.
It comes in five parts, an ornamental base, the figure, its head, a shield and spear. Again, my
experts believe that there might be some difficulties in satisfactory affixing the head. In the same
package came three new mounted figures of Napoleon, a Field-Marshal and a Marshal, all very nicely done
and highly capable of exereising command when duly painted, and in their place on the field of battle.
Ray tells me that within the next few weeks he will be putting out 20 new Persians in his 25mm range.

HINCHLIFFE MODELS have brought out some fine new 25mm Napoleonic Peninsular War figures - British
Infantry advancing and charging, British Infantry Officers and drummers, British Ensigns with colours,
British Riflemen, British Rifles Officers, British Marines advancing and British Marine Officers;
French Fusiliers advancing and charging, French Grenadiers advancing, French line infantry Officers,
French Eagle Bearers and French drummers; Spanish guerillas marching and running; Portuguese Cacadore
firing and Cacadore officers; cavalry include British Dragoons in bicorne, British Dragoon officers and
British Light Dragoons and officers. New Ancients include late Roman officers and Palatina Auxiliaries
with spear or with bow; Greek officers, Greek standard bearers and Macedonian Phalangites.

New GARRISON figures available from Greenwood and Ball include two new lines of figures from the
World of Fantasy, Myth and Legend; Barbarian Hero, a White Magician with serpent staff; a Palace
Guardsman; a Warrior of Vanaheim and a Mountain Troll wielding a mace. They have also turned out some
mounted Seven Years War Personalities - the Duke of Cumberland, Prince Ferdinand of Brunswick, Marshal
Contades and the Due de Fitzjames.

Mansfield's SIGNAL I read a glowing report of a range of 25mm figures from RAL PARTHA
ENIERPRISES, 3642 Hyde Park Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio, U.S.A. 45208. Seemingly, these are "fantasy"
figures from an ever increasing range that will soon include gladiators. Prices range from 33 cents
per single figure to a maximum of ^2.25 with box of 12 foot figures ^3.50. John Mansfield recommends
tnem lor the fantasy gamer as well as the lover of fine miniatures.

The makers of ROS and HEROICS figures and vehicles have combined into one group at 36 Kennington
Road, London SEl, from whom a list is available for a S.A.E. ROS are well known for their inexpensive
range of 25mm Napoleonics while HEROICS put out a fine 5mm range of beautiful little figures in a
number of periods. Both make the very small tanks and vehicles which are ■ ■■t b'-roming popular -
getting together means that they will no longer duplicate each others effoi _ but will be able to con
siderably expand their lines both to the mutual benefit at themselves and wargamers.

At the MODEL ENGINEERS EXHIBITION on the stand of the NEW MODEL ARMY LIMlTGo (who advertise regu-
magazine) Paul Shingler, a very pleasant and talented young model maker, of EAGLE

MINIATURES of P.O.Box 14, Barry, South Glamorgan, CF6 6YB, is turning out a range of 54mm figures that



includes some unusual models, including a Hun holding a severed head, a Gurkha officer of the 1880
period and, among two or three figures of the French Foreign Legion, there Is.-a Legionaire serving with
one of the company's which served in Madagascar at the turn of the century. This figure is in shirt
sleeve order and is characteristically wiping his hrow with the back of his hand whilst removing his
sun helmet. This last figure comes in four parts - the figure itself, two arms, one bearing a rifle
and the other a sun helmet and a very pleasing ornamental base; it is also possible to obtain wooden
stands and engraved bronze naime plates. The whole range were on view, well painted and attractive,
selling at a special Exhibition price but I believe their normal price is about £1.^0p per figure.

Naval wargamers will be entranced by the new GHQ MICRONAUTS the Napoleonic warships which graced
the stand of NEW HOPE DESIGN at the recent MODEL ENGINEERS EXHIBITION. Available in a wide range,
these finely detailed little vessels are quite entrancing.

From TABLE-TOP GAMES (11 The Green, Ruddlngton, Nottingham, NGll 6HJ) I have received their
latest game MICRO-NAPOLEONICS, the first in their MICRO-WARFARE Series. Retailing at ei.OOp (U.K.
post free, 20p otherwise), the next two games will be MICRO—ANCIENTS and MICRO—COLONIAL. I have not
practically tested this game but have closely studied it and note that it consists of a wallet which
contains a booklet whibh seems to resemble normal Napoleonic wargames rules, some melee and morale
charts, a pad of casualty and fighting factor recording and a set of cards bearing the names of the
formations they represent plus a card of terrain scenic features which can be cut out and distributed
over the board as required. Briefly, the idea seems to be that one fights a more or less normal war-
game, using the formation cards instead of figures, on a much reduced terrain - it could almost be
considered as a link between normal wargaming with miniature figures and board-wargaming. Obviously,
with formations represented by a piece of coloured card 1" long by i" wide with a name printed thereon,
there is no limit to the number and types of formations available to the wargamer - TABLE-TOP GAMES
mention that additional Army Cards will soon be available and will include Prussian, Russian, Austrian,
Polish and Spanish armies (selling at 35p each plus lOp postage outside the U.K.) This is a most
original and creditable attempt to take advantage of the undoubted merits of miniature wargaming using,
for example, the 5mm regimental blocks that used to be manufactured by Miniature Figurines, yet reduc
ing the whole business of wargaming down to the most economic levels. Of course, in so doing all of
the glamour of brightly coloured figures vanishes with it but you can't have everything and how can you
go wrong at such a low price? I think that many wargamers will find a great deal of interest in these
games, which are particularly suitable for taking on holiday or for using in confined spaces - ideal
to while away the hours whilst recovering from 'flu!

From my old friend Bob O'Brien OF WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP I have received the 5th Edition of their
Ancient Wargames Rules 3000 B.C.-1250 A.D. It would be repetitious to say too much on the manner in
which these rules literally revolutionised Ancient wargaming and, by their concept, caused them to
become quite the most used rules in the wargaming world. Unfortunately (or fortunately however you may
view the matter) Ancient wargamers have questioning minds and their findings, researches and general
restlessness have caused these rules to frequently be amended until now a situation has arisen where
changes are required that are too extensive to be covered by trie usual free amendment sheets issued by
the publishers. On this occasion they have taken the opportunity to revise the entire set, inserting
explanations where necessary and changing the wording of sections where experience has shown that makes
them more understandable. They have also extended the period from 3000 B.C. to 1250 A.D. and have in
corporated, after testing, many suggestions from players in different parts of the world so that this
edition, in a sense, was written by the players. Players familiar with previous editions will find
many differences and, if the universal aspect of these rules is to be maintained then it is encumbent
upon all wargamers using them to buy a new set otherwise they will find that their greatest beneficial
feature of both players being familiar with the rules will have vanished. Whether or not they have
improved their original rules remains to be seen - Peter Gilder winner of the Society of Ancients
Wargames Championship told me recently that these new rules had considerably altered many aspects of
the game and 1 rather felt that he said this with a touch of regret! Anyway, one thing is certain -
they are formulated with thought and have been adequately tested which is more than can be said for
the majority of most commercial rules that one encounters! They are available from the WARGAMES
RESEARCH GROUP at 75 Ardingly Drive, Goring-by-Sea, Sussex, at £1.50p post free or ^5.50 U.S.A. (sent
by air mail).

Also from WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP comes the 3^d Edition of THE ARMIES AND ENEMIES OF IMPERIAL
ROME 150 B.C. to 600 A.D. by Phil Barker. This excellent booklet has its Roman section amended in the
light of the latest research and, knowing Phil Barker, again one can say with complete confidence that
he has thoroughly gone into the matter and not a word has gone on paper until he has been absolutely
certain of his facts. Ninety pages long with 126 illustrations, this book details at considerable
length all that one needs to know about the Roman Army over a considerable period plus details of
their enemies. The latter is of the greatest value because there is a lot of information around about
Rome but one has to search deeply when seeking details of some of their more obscure enemies - and
wargamers always like fighting with obscure enemies!

I have received an intriguing letter from W.J.Rawkins of 37 St. Philips Road, Norwich, who offer
a a research service on Napoleonic uniforms, sending detail information sheets by return of post for
only 50p including postage. Mr. Rawkins mentions that he hopes to have available by the time you read
this magazine a full catalogue of uniforms of the armies of the Napoleonic period. He also mentions
flags and standards and says that he recently installed basic photo-copying equipment which should
enable sheets of flags and standards with satisfactory illustrations to be shortly available. They
also have a limited number of sets of colour slides of uniforms available and a small quantity of
coloured plates - a revised list is available on receipt of a S.A.E. This seems a remarkably cheap
service and one that could well be of the greatest benefit to the wargaming fraternity.

I have received from Chris Harvey of 11 Woodside Way, Aldridge, Walsall, West Midlands, issue
number 28, December 1975 of his newsletter OVERKILL, which I do not pretend to fully understand but
which would appear to offer for sale various boardgames and also the opportunity to participate in a
number of computerised games, presumably played by post. If you like this sort of thing, then there
is no doubt that Chris Harvey and his friends are a very lively lot and that their activities could
be most stimulating - I suggest you write.



Far too extensive to cover in any detail here was the multiplicity of trade stands and the items
they offered at the recent MODEL ENGINEERS EXHIBITION in London. This was a very full affair with th«
ihajority of thejleading manufacturers present and seemingly doing very good business. It is at such
places that the wargamer is able to make comparisons of figures and, rather than blindly sticking to
one particular make, to build up armies of his chosen period from a number of makers best figures.
There were numerous stands selling books and literature of interest and value to the wargamer -
BIVOUAC as always displaying a very good range of reasonably priced secondhand military books, many
of them of quite recent origin. Many of the stands had offers of items at much reduced prices besides
displaying painted models which otherwise the wargamer would probably not get an opportunity of seeing
so that he would be buying "blind". Of course, there are always lots of old friends to be met on
these occasions and 1 invariably leave with the lasting impression that I would just hate to spend the
term of the Exhibition exposed to the stresses and strains of many of my friends gracing the numerous
stands!

An old wargaming friend Eric Knowles, with his wife Ivy, runs the NEW MODEL ARMY (MINIATURES)
LIMITED who advertise regularly in this magazine. 1 have known Eric as an enthusiastic and active
wargamer for many years and he was one of that almost legendary band who formed the opposing British
and French sides during the great re-fought WATERLOO Battle (on Peter Gilder's terrain) at the Duke
of York's Headquarters, Chelsea, on March 20th 1964. Those were days to remember, with nearly 2,000
people packing into the Drill Hall on a wet Saturday afternoon, both British television companies and
three from the Continent with lamps, wires and cameras all over the place; a full military band play
ing on the stage by the side of the wargame (one wargamer packed up in disgust and went home);
uniformed Guardsmen at the door and a Beating Retreat ceremony outside (kindly provided by a Guards
Major, EubLieiBeMliidas/iQffilo.er'jferLLandanijDjfStjtttt^). After Eric and 1 had finished our brief bout of
nostalgia we got around to the purpose of his visit - which was to show me a diorama. But, to me this
was no ordinary diorama because on the 18 inch square base was a remarkably life-like grouping of the
scene in the donga near the Ityotyosi River where the Prince Imperial of France met his death at the
hands of a party of Zulus on June 1st 1879, during the Zulu War. Knowing that I had written a book
CAPTAIN CAREY'S BLUNDER (published by Leo Cooper and New English Libraries in paperback) on this very
subject, Eric most thoughtfully brought the diorama down to Southampton for me to see. It is a superb
piece of work by Mike Wilton who has really caught the spirit of the event. The Prince Imperial
stands at bay pistol in his left hand and an assegai just pulled from his thigh, in his right hand.
The sleeve on his left arm is ragged and bloody, having just been mauled by the assegai of a tall Zulu
advancing on his left jhand while the others open out to his front. Having extensively studied pictures
of the Prince Imperial I can vouch for the fact that the diorama maker has truly represented him by
converting a British Infantry officer from the same series. The Zulus, with one exception, are standard
positions in the series of Sanderson 54mm figures available from Hinchliffe Models Limited. The scenic
effects are excellent, the harsh rocks and baked red ground of the dry donga bed, with short scrubby
grass in patches have been most authentically produced. Eric Knowles and THE NEW MODEL ARMY
(miniatures) LIMITED are to be congratulated on their foresight in commissioning such an excellent
model which is shortly to appear in colour on the cover of Military Modelling. After that I must see
if 1 can get an overdraft and buy the diorama. Studying it, it was borne upon me just how satisfying
it is to make such a model representing some facet of military life which has strong appeal to the
maker. In this case, the maker is an excellent craftsman, indicated by the body-colouring of the Zulus
because it is far from easy to competently paint a semi-naked black body as the "lights" while signifi
cant and distinctive, are difficult to represent.
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the gun-ship

role. The

crewman fires

the 30mm General
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LETTERS

"Once again I have really enjoyed the latest (January '76) issue of the Newsletter, particularly
the articles hy Ian Scott and Paddy Griffith. lan^ Scott's point of view was one I particularly agreed
with and I was glad he was able to solve some problems which 1 had found. Some of the tactical board
games are very suitable for his treatment of re-enacting certain situations that crop up in the course
of a game. I am trying out the boardgame Kasserine Pass which has plenty of variety of equipment,
armies (British, French, U.S. v Germans and Italians), and tactical situations.

I would like to try and put forward some suggestions for Micro-Terrain, of which there is a sur
prisingly large quantity, since a number of readers, including Ian Scott seem to be having difficul
ties in this direction.

I make a basic terrain from a 1:50,000 map by thin books, pieces of hardboard under a blanket and
then put on rivers and roads with tape or wax crayon. Buildings are available from many sources al
though unfortunately not always to the same scale. This problem can be alleviated to some extent by
putting larger buildings at the front of the board and smaller ones at the back.

As Mr.Scott says, some very effective buildings can be made from card. 1 have also made some
from balsawood fairly successfully. Firms which make buildings are as follows;-

1. Bellona (sheet MDl) vacuum formed. Sheet also had tank traps, emplacements, etc., as well as
buildings.

2. Project 300. Plastic resin. Middle Eastern and West European buildings. Available from
"Mainly Military".

3. Card buildings from "Soldiers", 36 Kennington Road, London SEl. One card includes a complete
Peninsular War farm.

h. Metal buildings from "Cannon Miniatures", 8 Merlewood Avenue, Southport, Merseyside.

5. Metal buildings from G.B.Cattle, 3 Golf Links Road, Cottingham Road, Hull, Yorkshire.

Of these the metal buildings are smaller than the others but the two manufacturers produce a
larger range than the other makers.

Wooded areas can be made from lichen with no attempt to model individual trees or the CedarwoodWooded areas can ne maue irora can be used. Realistic hedges can be made from pipe

cleaners^dyed green Fences can come from matchsticks and walls can be made from card can be bought
frorthe Sflc?ur;rs of metal buildings (e.g. Cannon Miniatures). 1 hope this review of Micro-
terrain is of some value.

1 would like to echo Kevin Theakston's comments on Napoleonic 5mm. ®
article was verv interesting, it would be nice to see a detailed one on his rules. Let us also see
more of Kevin's ideas - if they are like his letter I cannot see that they would be boring. PossiblySrprSaSr. of iSetop Irlng ne, Iflean; I have .e„t tor a copy ot .hetr ga.e any.ay.

Congratulations on another good issue."

Andrew Grainger of Hove, Sussex.

ooGoo

"SOLO WARGAMERS ASSOCIATION. Many wargamers are forced through different circumstances to con
duct their b^tlefLrcampaigns solo. Here then is an opportunity for the many wolo wargamers (who
for so long have taken a back seat) to stand up and be counted and help themselves and others to raise
the standards of their games.

This Association's formation depends entirely upon "YOU"! Mr. Featherstone has written a book to
help Ihe soloisis, so there must be a large number of you out there. Please send your queries to -
John Bennett, 9 Oakroyd Close, Potters Bar, Herts.

Many thanks and long may Wargamer's Newsletter continue, it is surely one of if not the best
magazine for wargamers."

Johnny Johnson of Wigan, Lanes.

ooOoo

"As a semi-retired wargamer, I am afraid 1 have lost track of my favourite magazine. 1 hope the
Wargamer's Newsletter has not gone the way of The Armchair General. I have enclosed a cheque to carry
me as far as it will.

No eames for over a year. My teenage sons are heavily involved in boardgames and easily beat me
at chess I have lost the killer instinct. The last games I played were competent but uninspired.
1 have been painting on the 8th Army and 1683 20mm flats. When I think how much the miniatures have



improved since Dave and I used to play the Afrika Korps War!"

Pat Condray of U.S.A.

ooOoo

"I did not do too hadly in your puzzle on page 9 of the January 1976 issue of the Newsletter,
nor did I look at the answers beforehand. However, against question 2 I wrote NOBODY. I wonder if
you can work out why?"

Peter Young of Tewkesbury.

"Answer - One can make out a good ease for the assertion that Talavera was fought on 27 and 28
July 1809 NOT 27 July 1808."

Peter Young.

ooOoo

"With regard to the footnote at the bottom of page 8 in the November issue of your fine magazine,
I disagree with the last sentence of the statement: "To fight the Peninsular War in any other way
but with the British in line and the French in column is to prostitute military history so as to
create a completely false and unreal situation."

Too true these were Wellington's renowned tactics and agreed they won Vimeiro, Talavera, Busaco
(the classic example) and perhaps Albuera, but what of Salamanca and Vittoria? Were they won by this
stance? No! Wellington went on the offensive wlien he saw his opportunity. Did the 3rd Division at
Salamanca advance in line at the gap- in the French battle dispositions? Did the ^th and Light, the
7th and 3rd, the 2nd and Portuguese and the 1st and 5th at Vittoria attack in line?

On the French side of things, did Brennier's reserve division form square when attacked by Le
Marchant's heavy cavalry? No, they were swept away aftei- forming line.

After having got that off my chest, you might have gathered that 1 am an avid French wargamer
of this period and 1 am planning a Peninsular campaign starting from 1812 onwards to give me a bit of
a chance!

I wondered if any of your numerous lenders could lielp me in trying to find the make-up of the
French armies of the North under Caffarel li, South under Soult, Aragon undei- Suchet, along with King
Joseph's small army of the Centre down tr. battalion, squadron and company level?

Although I am only I'j years of ago, J am an enthusiastic reader of your excellent magazine, from
cover to cover. Many thanks."

Nicholas W. Simmonds, Biadcnstoke, Beverley Road, Leamington Spa, Warks.

ooOoo

"I have just renewed by subsciiption for the foui'th year to Wargamer's Newsletter and I wanted
to drop you a few lines to tell you how much I really enjoy the magazine. 1 look forward very much
to each issue and once it arrives my wife has extieme difficulty finding me to do any work until I
have read it cover to cover two or three times. My only regret is that living here in the United
States 1 cannot take advantage of the Swop Shop. I have a 4000 man Napoleonic army and I just cringe
when 1 see people want to swop 25mm figures of that period for Civil War or other articles that I do
have to swop. Oh well, perhaps in a few more issues you might be able to expand it to include us
Colonials."

Thomas E. DeVoe of Washington, New Jersey, U.S.A.

ooOoo

"I ihought 1 would write to you because I am becoming increasingly concerned about the growing
commercialism, not to say greed, within our sport/pastime.

When I began wargaming some nine years ago at
Alan Sapherson, I saw there was an obvious need fo
This sport of ours is subject to sucli changes, and
from period to period and scale to scale. I feel,
hobby, albeit on a small scale, of buying unwanted
need. Similar in fact to your "swop-shop", except
highly successful for two or three years, both for
wife and myself who never made much profit but had
a mention in "Wargamer's Newsletter" after the exc

the Leeds Club, then run so ably by my old mate
r someone who would buy and sell second-hand figures,
most of the enthusiasts themselves like to change
therefore, that I fulfilled a great need within the
items which were sold to someone else who was in
that my selling was done at conventions. This was
my customers, who got good, cheap figures, and my
a lot of fun. I was so successful that I even got
ellent Birmingham Convention of several years ago.

Of late 1 have found it impossible to appear at these gatherings because of the increasing costs.
I have been quoted recently over £100 to appear for 2 days at a large convention in the North. Quite
honestly, I cannot see how any manufacturer, supplier or model shop can afford this sort of price.
Several small local events have wanted up to £40 for a day when it is unlikely that any stand will
take £200, the very minimum that is required to break even after wages, expenses and travel are taken
into consideration. At the same time I have appeared at many antique and collectors fairs where the
cost is between £4 and £6 per day, and well worth every penny. This fee often included television
advertising!

Now, some people reading this letter, if it is pubi ishcd will say "Here is another moneygrabber";

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11.



THE NEW
MODEL ARMY (MINIATURES) LTD

Directors; Eric W. Knowles and Ivy B. Knowles

373 HIGH STREET NORTH, MANOR PARK LONDON, El 2 6PG. Telephone: 01-472 2506
HOURS OF BUSINESS: 9.30am—6pm. MON. TO SAT.—CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY.

SPECIALISING FOR WARGAMERS & MIUTARY FIGURE COLLECTORS

Figures by:

HINCHLIFFE
MINIATURE

FIGURINES
LAMMING

PHOENIX
MINOT
LASSET
ROSE

OLD GUARD

GARRISON

RAY LAMB

How to find us .

Ships by:
NAVWAR

ENSIGN
FLEETLINE

Micro Tanks by:
GHQ
ROS

Micro Scenery by:
M.B.G. &
CANNON

MINIATURES

RUSKIN ARMS
PUBLCHOUSE

HIGH SI NORTH

EAST HA/H
DISTRICT LINE

NEW/HODEL
ARAA^ I I
No 373

101 Bus route passes door

FULL RANGE OF PLASTIC KITS
AND ALL ACCESSORIES
LIMITED STOCKS OF MINI FIG "S" RANGE
PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST

WE DO NOT HAVE ONE COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE
OF ALL THE MANY ITEMS WE STOCK.

ENQUIRIES WELCOME BUT PLEASE ENCLOSE SAE or
IRC FOR REPLY.

MAIL ORDER TERMS: 25p up to £3 and lOp in £ or
part of a £ thereafter. OVERSEAS: Surface add 30%.
Airmail add 60%.

SOUTH LOHOON WARLORDS
IHEIR FIFTH OPEN DAY PRESENTING WARGAMING TO THE PUBLIC, CALLED

''QAl I iTp
^ UNDERGROUND OAAL-VJIL- /V1

KINGS RD.

^CHELSEA TOWN HALLKINGS RD J!
ON

_J.SATUROAY lO^h /^pril 1975 «
>^SLDANE SO..
\  UNDERGROUND

FROM 10 A.M.

WITH-

WAR6AME DEMONSTRATIONS BY VISITING CLUBS
AND THE SOUTH LONDON WARLORDS

PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED TO THE BEST PRESENTED WAR GAME.

OPEN PAINTING COMPETITION. UNIFORMS

TRADE STANDS PARTICIPATION GAMES

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT JOHN MERRITT,
110 SALEHURST RD., LONDON. S.E.t. 1 A. P.



BOOK

REVIEWS
WARGAMING - ANCIENT AND

MEDIEVAL PERIODS by Donald
Featherstone. (Sf" x 5i"; 1^3
pages; 31 maps. David and Charles

- £3.95p).

This book follows the style A a a —
of the author's earlier work - ' ■"— •
BATTLE NOTES FOR WARGAMERS pub- ^
lished in I97A by David and Camp y// " — -—
Charles, in describing the course ,i ,. 1 , f
of fifteen battles, in this case A\\\\W''»»'l'llHlllll!lllllllllllil®^ 9" ' 4'
of the Ancient and Medieval periods, , 05 o ' c> ? n o ' . ^ ^ 'o ^ ^ la *
and then explaining how to re-fight ViW^ ^ ^ ® q a ^ Camp
them on the wargames table in an ft '' ^ j ® " " O % '^a ? a
historically accurate manner. Re- Wargame Terrain for ALBEROCHE o . 9 «"
creating historical conflicts is ' ° , ' ^ 9 , » ^ ^ .
not merely a matter of setting up
a terrain resembling that on which
the battle was fought, then assembling two suitably scaled-down armies and letting them fight it out -
that is a wargame and not a historical reconstruction. The varied factors that influence events must
be considered in correct chronological order; standards of morale assessed for each formation plus an
ability rating for commanders. The text makes allowances for the fact that hindsight allows the re
sults of these historical battles to be reversed, by including "Military Possibilities" for each
battle, stressing salient points at which a little bit of luck or some quite reasonable alternative
occurrence could have completely turned the tide of battle. Undoubtedly there is a great attraction
in attempting to re-fight the best-known battles of military history but the scaled-down limitations
of our armies and terrains transform these simulations into far from realistic reconstructions. It is
far better to select "smaller" battles where the relatively limited numbers and size of the terrain
make an accurate reconstruction a very feasible affair thus the author has chosen fifteen highly re
presentative conflicts each displaying the major characteristics of the armies and their tactics. They
range from Kadesh in 1288 BC, when Pharaoh Ramese 11 of Egypt defeated the Hittites in one of the
earliest recorded battles and the first known instainctk of a tactical out-flanking movement. Then
there is Leuctra 371 BC; the crossing of the River Jaxartes 330 BC; Ticinus River 218 BC; Cynoscephalae
197 BC; Taginae AD 552; Stamford Bridge IO66; Lewes 126A; Bannockburn 131'i; Morlaix 13^2; Auberoche :
13'45; Neville's Cross 13^16; Shrewsbury 1A03; Verneuil 1^2A and St. Albans 1A55. Each battle is des
cribed and its wargame reconstruction considered, a map of the original battle and a map of the
suggested wargames terrain accompanies each section. The book is completed with appendices advising
on rules, terrain and availability of wargames figures whilst its bibliography is sufficiently exten
sive to allow the reader to expand his knowledge of any desired battle. This is the first of a series
of similar books intended to cover the "smaller" battles of-history from the earliest conflicts of the
Ancient world up to the present time; the second in the series WARGAMING - PIKE-AND-SHOT PERIOD is to
be published in the Autumn.

(obtainable from the author at 69 Hill Lane, Southampton SOl 5AD, personally inscribed and auto
graphed to purchaser, at £A.20p (overseas £A.50p; 013 U.S.A.).

THE NORTH AFRICAN CAMPAIGN 19^0-A3 by General Sir William Jackson. (9t" x 6^"; A32 pages; 87
maps; 33 photographs. B.T.Batsford - £6.95p).

This brilliant book, although scholarly, is eminently readable and is most interestingly divided
into three parts - 1. British Imperialism; 2. German Professionalism and 3. American Materialism. This
and its sub-headings ensure that even those parts of history which have been well covered to date, read
freshly^ so that the Western Desert Campaigns come to life in a well considered manner. Personally, 1
was most interested to read what 1 consider to be by far the best account of the operations in Algeria
and Tunisia in which 1 played the most minor of all supporting roles! (so much so that not even my
Brigade, the 25th Tank, gets a mention!) Maps are plentiful and always present at the exact point
where required; photographs are fine and ideally complement the text. General Jackson, the author, is
a distinguished soldier who played a part in the events he relates and this book is Just as likely to
become one of the most widely recognised books on this aspect of World War 11 as his other works THE
BATTLE FOR ITALY and THE BATTLE FOR ROME became the standard works on the Italian Campaign.

ASSAULT FROM THE SEA 1939-19A5 by J.D.Ladd. (8^" x 5t"; 256 pages; innumerable photographs, maps
and diagrams. David and Charles - £5.95p).

Dealing with the craft, the landings and the men, this fine book is packed from cover-to-cover
with colourful information about all three. It is absolutely the "Bible" for those wargamers engaging
in amphibious operations and, over and above that, it makes fascinating reading. The exhaustive re
search that must have gone into its compilation makes the mind boggle beo t.se even individual vessels
are considered in addition to all those (including the most obscure "funnl ' ) vessels used by not
only the Allies but also the Germans and Japanese. No other wars in histoi> have ever involved such
great armadas engaged in such extensive amphibious operations and the excel!ei.t manner in which it is
all described in this book must surely make it one of the best books written on the subject.

rronch Camp

Awv; """'"imiiimiitiiii

A^rgame Terrain for AUBEIROCHE o ^
»  ''0 «r

/A ^ ^ Q O ' A ^



COLLECTING VOLUNTEER MILITARIA Ly R.J.Wyatt. (8^" x 5i"; I'tS pages; 16 plates; 17 line drawings.
David and Charles - paper covered editions £1.95p).

If this is one of your interests then you cannot go wrong at buying a comprehensive book like
this at such an economic price. Beamed to aid militaria collectors in the recognition and identifi
cation of those articles offered for sale, the book describes the various types of uniforms and head
dresses worn by officers and taen of British volunteer units; there is an account of the weapons with
which they were armed and a considerable amount of valuable information about collectors items such
as badges, buttons, medals and tokens. In addition the book gives a brief outline of the history of
the volunteer forces from the Napoleonic era to the formation of the Territorial Army with a chapter
on the Rifle Volunteer Corps and their successors. Aided by this book collectors are greatly helped
in correctly dating their cherished pieces besides being able to trace the history of a particular
unit. This book should delight many of my acquaintances in the Military Historical Society - with •
some justification!

THE ROMAN ARMY by Peter Connolly. (Hi" x Sf"; 77 pages; coloured illustrations on every page.
Macdonald Educational 1975 - £2.50p).

This is a quite remarkable book at the price and is strongly recommended to all "Ancient" war-
gamers and those who contemplate arabarking upon this field. Its strong point is the superbly
detailed and lavish full colour illustrations that fill the book, showing formations, equipment,
battle scenes, weapons, etc., etc. Indeed, the book is a mass of vital information on battle tactics,
sieges, fortifications, armour and weapons, warships, camping, marching and the famous battles of the
Roman Army. There are diagrams of laid—out camps, of the Roman Legion in Order of March, of maniples,
of hastati/principes, triarii, cavalry and auxiliaries; diagrams showing battle tactics and a double-
page spread showing a full ten cohort of a legion set out of a 1st century AD legion on parade. The
T30ok makes cruel distinctions between the formations and composition of the Roman Army at different
periods and, although 1 do not claim to be an expert on this subject, 1 could find nothing wrong, on
the contrary, 1 found myself quite stimulated and inspired by everything about the book which 1 re
commend wholeheartedly.

MODEL SOLDIER MANUAL edited by Chris Ellis. (8" x 5f"; 112 pages; soft covered; packed with
photographs and line drawings, Argus Books Limited — £2.75p)*

The names of the authors ought to sell this book because Chris Ellis, Roy Dilley and Bryan Fosten
are names that are household words amongst military modellers and model soldier collectors. Basically
intended for beginners, the book will also appeal to the more experienced modeller as it is a compre
hensive practical guide to scale figure collecting, painting, making and converting and is packed with
expert advice on all aspects of the hobby. One most attractive feature are constructional tips in
strip form. The book chapters are The Model Soldier Hobby; Scales and Sizes; Types of Figure; Tools
of the Trade; Materials and Adhesives; Conversion Potential; Plastic Figures; Metal Figures; Painting;
Diorama and Display; Appendices - Specialist suppliers; Some Societies and Useful books and journals.
With books coming out like this one and Mike Blake's effort 1 can see that 1 will soon have to change
my excuse of not being able to model and paint and truthfully say that 1 just don't have the time to
do it!

PANZER COLORS - Camouflage of the German Panzer Forces 1939-19'i5 hy Bruce Culver and Bill Murphy,
illustrated by Don Greer. (Soft covers; lOf" x 8^"; 95 pages; 2 or 3 photographs to a page plus full
colour pages at intervals. Squadron/Signal Publications (obtainable from Hersants Bookshop in Londonj
- 06.95).

1 never cease to wonder at the remarkable way in which the authors of this series manage to lay
their hands on so many quite brilliant and unfamiliar photographs to illustrate them. This book is
packed throughout with photographs of tanks and vehicles, some actually in action, with close-ups of
guns, mechanical and technical details and with the men themselves. Of course, the purpose of/the
book is to explain the camouflage of German tanks throughout World War 11, a task which it admirably
performs and there can be no excuse whatsoever for any World War 11 wargamer having his German
vehicles wrongly painted. Although 1 saw many of these vehicles at close hand during the war (mostly
captured thank goodness) and my own Regiment were in the Brigade which knocked-out the very first
Tiger Tank 1 can truthfully say that 1 had no idea that there were so many different camouflage
colour schemes nor that so much trouble was taken although, when once one has been on the receiving
end of an air attack for example, camouflage suddenly becomes very important!

NOTICE BOARD - Continued from Page 27

recruit young people to their societies. Any wargaming society involved would feature in the National
Army Museum advertising of the children's club and will be welcome to hand out publicity material
during their co-operation with the Education Department. If there are any Societies willing to parti
cipate in this interesting venture, will they please contact John Cooper at the National Army Museum.

ooOoo

THE WARNHAM WAR MUSEUM has recently been formed at Durfold Hill, Warnham, Near Horsham, Sussex,
(3 miles north of Horshani on the A24 Horsham-Dorking road). At present they have over 30 Second World
War vehicles plus an extensive display of equipment, uniforms, etc., also German and British aircraft
relics. A large new museum building is being erected to house the equipment and uniforms plus some of
'the vehicles and it is proposed to have this building ready for opening at Easter 1976. Also, in the
10 acres of grounds there is a licensed restaurant and conference centre with ample parking space.
During the Summer of 1976, the WARNHAM WAR MUSEUM intend to have one special weekend each month tor
vehicle rallies, etc, Wargamers will certainly find this Museum of great interest and special
admission rates for narties of 14 persons or more are available upon request.



FOR SAIjE; Minifigs Samurai and Mongols - painted - 37 infantry, 12 cavalry. £2.00p the lot or
infantry 4p each, cavalry 8p each, S.A.E. A.J.C.Smith, Timherden, Letter Box Lane, Sevenoaks, Kent.

ooOoo

BACK NUMBERS WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER - November 1968; May 1973 to February 1974 inclusive 20p each
or 11 for £2.00p including postage (USA/Canada 50c each or 11 for ̂ 5.50). Back numbers March 1974 to
date can be obtained from TRADITION (188 Piccadilly, London WIV 9DA, P.O.Box 40A) at 35p per copy in
cluding postage or FULL YEAR at £2.50p. (plus 62p postage).

ooOoo

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Personally inscribed to YOU, signed by the author. Send cash with
order to Wargamer's Newsletter, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton SOl 5AD. All these publications can also be
purchased at the TRADITION shop in London.

WARGAMES - £2.50p. (^7). NAVAL WARGAMES - £5.60p. (j^l5.50). AIR WARGAMES - £2.05p. (^6.00).
ADVANCED WARGAMES - £2.80p. (^7.80) . WARGAMES CAMPAIGNS - £3.30p. ($9.50). WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES
Vol.1 - 300 BC to 1500 AD - £4.30p. HTW. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES Vol.11 - 1420-1783 - £3.30p.
($9.50). W^GAMES THROUGH THE AGES Vol.111 - 1792-1859 - £4.75p. ($13.50). BATTLES W"lTH MODEL SOLDIERS
- £3.50p. ($10). BATTLE NOTES FOR WARGAMERS - £3.20p. ($9). SOLO WARGAMES - £2.75p. ($8). WARGAMING
ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL PERIODS - £4.25p. ($13). TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE - THE WESTERN DESERT CAMPAIGN
- £3.10p. ($9). SKIRMISH"WARGAMING - £3.20p. ($9.25). POITIERS 1356 - £I.I5p. ($3.50). AT THEM WITH
THE BAYONET! - £1.65p. ($5). MACDONALD OF THE 42nd - £3.35p. ($9.50). COLONIAL SMALL WARS I837-I901
- £4.50p. ($13). CAPTAIN CAREY'S BLUNDER - £3.75p. ($11). OLD BRITISH MODEL SOLDIERS. 1895-1918 by
L.Richards - £1.65^^ ($5).

ooOoo

Mr. B.Tester of 117 Manor Hall Road, Southwick, Brighton BN4 4NQ, would like to get in contact
with any wargamers or clubs in the Brighton area. He is working in the Ancient period but is willing
to try any other period.

ooOoo

On Saturday, 13th March 1976, at King Charles' Hall, Warwick Park, Tunbridge Wells, THE TUNBRIDGE
WELLS WARGTiMES SOCIETY are holding another of their most enjoyable OPEN DAYS. To members of Wargames
and Military Modelling Clubs entrance is free, to others 20p. . The doors open for exhibitors at 9.15
a.m., the public 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. There will be Trade Stands but the emphasis will be on wargames,
wargamers and military modellers. Planned attractions include a 'Wargames Championship' open to all
wargamers, using figures and rules supplied by the Club; a chance for beginners to take part in a
specially organised game; a demonstration of full-size Ancient combat by members of the Norse Film
and Pageant Society; AFV and Uniform Recognition competitions, open to all. They also hope to stage
an 'advanced' wargame involving highly skilled players using a well-known set of rules - for example
players well up in the Society of Ancients or the Pike-and-Shot Championships will demonstrate their
skill. If anyone fitting this description would be interested, please let George Gush know at 154d
Upper Grosvenor Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent, (Tunbridge Wells 26833). Prizes are offered to all
players! Commercial exhibitors will be required to pay a £1 booking fee for a 6 foot table. Clubs or
groups will be given free space. Another feature of the OPEN DAY is the BRING AND BUY STALL. In the
competitions there will be no fee for entry and a first prize will be awarded to all classes; the
second prize will be awarded in any class with 10 or more entries and a third prize in any class with
15 or more. Entries in wargames classes may not have bases other than wargames movement bases;
entries in other classes may have bases with scenic effects if desired, but for space reasons these
must not be over 6 inches across. In wargames classes a unit is of 10 or more figures, an equipment
group 4 or more elephants, engines, chariots, guns, AFVs or transport vehicles, with or without crews.

Wargames Class'es: 1. Pre 1066 AD Unit up to 30mm; 2. IO66-I650 Unit up to 30mm; 3. 1660-1914
unit up to 30mm; 4. Post-1914 Wargame Unit OR Equipment group; 5. Pre-1914 Equipment group; 6.
Fantasy/Middle Earth Wargames Unit up to 30mm; 7. Single Command figure up to 30mm.

Military Modelling Classes: 8. Single 54mm scale foot figure; 9. Single 54mm scale mounted
figure; 10. Single figure over 54mm scale; 11. Single figure under 54mm scale; 12. Single gun or
vehicle l/72nd scale or below; 13. Single gun or vehicle over l/72nd scale; 14) Diorama. Any scale
and period, not over 12 ins across.

ooOoo

John Cooper, Education Officer at the National Army Museum, Royal Hospital Road, London SW3 4HT,
(01-730 0717) tells me that the Education Department of the National Army Museum intend running a
series of children's activities during a five weeks summer holiday period this year. They would very
much like to introduce some wargaming, possibly a knock-out competition and they envisage a scheme
whereby the National Army Museum provides the setting, the playing area and possibly the model
soldiers. It is hoped that Wargaming Societies will provide experienced individuals to administer
and advise during the course of the day (it is hoped to allocate five Saturday afternoons to this
activity). This will provide an opportunity for veteran wargamers to pass on their expertise and to

r  CONTINUED ON PAGE 26



LAMMING
MINIATURES

Have a 'Fun' Game

With our MEDIEVAL CAMPAIGN
& BATTLE RULES

(One-to-one) Price 60p (Including postage)

FICTIONAL WORLD MAP
30" X 20" 50p + 7p p&p

INDIVIDUAL COUNTRY MAP (fiscap.)
lOp + 7p p&p

Set of 12 different COUNTRY MAPS
£1 +lOp p&p

MEDIEVAL CAMPAIGN SHIPS
(1/3000 scale) 5 for 25p

NEW RELEASES
S/4 Norman Heavy Fool Archer
SC/3 Mounted Norman Knight—couched lance—open hands
MF/20 Medieval Light Archer
MF21 Light Footman open hands
MF/22 Foot Knight—charging and open hands—separate head

(as MF/5)
Closed Bascinet Head, ball and chain, battle hammer,
pole axe.

AS/4 Sassanid Slinger
AE/8 Egyptian Foot—open hands for weapons, etc.
BV/8 Byzantine Psilos—Light Archer.
BY/9 Byzantine Psilos—Light Javelins or Spear.

For full catalogue send 15p to;

LAMMING MINIATURES
45 WENLOCK STREET - HULL - HU3 1DA

Overseas — Catalogue 30p

w^9P]®UEDS
odels

WflRGRME SPECinuiSTS
s  Rncients R
I  NftPOLEONlCS 0
N MyrwicRL Errth L
i  Micro '^TrnkS |
^  SHiPS"4too
STRRTEGy Rn^TrcTIC GamES

Ros Ormoor a**
LElCeSTER

L..S.CRRD MooeCS
Send S-R.E. ForWowts Lists.
146. Harroghtc rord.
Leeds. L.ST.

VorkS.

MINIATURE FIGURINES LTD proudly presents the long awaite<

i r mincc c

I Ennr g L
—n—r.r ̂rirriiifcife s

Don't miss this great exhibition held at
THE POST HOUSE HOTEL SOUTHAMPTON

APRIL 3rd & 4th
WARGAMES-DISPLAYS-DEMONSTRATIONS-COMPETITIONS

The Exhibition will centre round Trade Stonds, Audience participa
tion games. Club Displays. Painting Competitions organised by
the South Honts Military Modelling Society to B.M.S.S. Rules,
outdoor activities and as many other attractions as possible
over the weekend. Competitions will include figures. Vehicles.
Aircraft. Vessels and Worgame Units. 20 Competitions in all.
There is ample car parking space, a bar and full refreshment
facilities in a relaxed sumptuous otmosphere.

Opening Times

Soturdoy, 3rd April

Sunday. 4(h April

10.30a.m. — 6.00p m.

10.30a.m. — 4.00p. m.

Organised by Neville Dickinson
Admission: Adults 30p Children 15p

further Information

Competition Rules

Mop and Directions
Accomodation Details

Send S.A.E. to

Miniature figurines
28-32 Northam Rd.
Southampton.

S02 OPA



It's a novel feeling . . .
M)CR0ARivi0UR,7t.mode< tanks,trucks,guns,etc.,
esp. designed tor wargamers: derivation from
registered trade name Micro-Arrrxxir used by
GHQ to describe their superb range of b 285
scale mirBatures with revolving turrets first
released in USA in 1968

.  . to introduce o new ward to the cnghsh language. Ahict i what has happened

since GHQ Micro- Armour^ appeared some years bock. Any tir»y tank yets the name

C' microarmoi-:: 'r. the same way as any vacuum cleaner » coled a hoover. It has

to t>. X pec ted when you make the best. Now we wond»' if rhe same will happen

wi fh our h 1200 ships. Micro-Nauts^. In the GHQ radilvvi. ^ecise detail. Crisp

cj'^ong. True scale. The first Napoleonic items o"? reaa^ now- 120, 80 & 74 gun

men-of-war, frigates cand brrgs. There is also an exciting new range of 25mm from

the Seven Years War with detailing fit for a 54. Go for GHQ, First and last.

NEW HOPE DESIGN-HOTHMIRY- NORTHUMBERLAND NE65 TQJ*

seagull model
15 Exhibition Road, London, S.W.7 Telephone oi-584 2758

7HURL0E STREET

-SO. KENSINGTON TUBE STATION.

54 mm metal figures
Old Guard/Deauvilie
Landsknechts

M99 Flag Bearer £1.95
M100 Drummer £1.95
M101 Halbadier £1.95
Ml 02 Female Sutler with basket £1.95
M103 Donkey with pack and

equipment £1.50
The above figures can be used as a group
"on the move" or as individual pieces

W.W.I
M104 R.F.C. Pilot with leather

sidcot jacket £1.50
M1G5 R.F.C. N C.O. with "maternity '

jacket £1.50

Personalities
P3 Mary Queen of Scots 1 £1.50
P4 Frederick the Great walking

with two greyhounds £1.95

W.W.II
B5 Wounded German Infantryman

with arm In sling/jacket
over shoulder £1.30

G.H.Q.
A new range of superb 25 mm figures
First Series Seven Years War. Now
available Prussians, British, French,
Austrians soon. 5 foot figures 54p,
2 mounted figures 54p.

Phoenix
Latest additions to the beautiiul
"Bygone Age" Series. All cast in
pewter.

1/24 (77 mm) Scale
' Costermonger's barrow £2.80

Chimney Sweep's carl £2.80

1/32 (54 mm) Scale
19lh century phaeton. Four wheeled

light carriage for two horses £4.11
19th century G.P. light delivery

van for one horse £4.86
19th century hand pump fire engine

for one horse £4.11
A or B type horses for above £1.75 each

New 80mm Tradition Figures
Lord Nelson £2.50
Duke of Marlborough £2.50
Potsdam Giant Grenadier £2.95
Pius all previously released 80's and SO's. Also
Caton mounted 90*s as available £19.90.

Series 77 Figures
In our opinion still the finest of the under 90's.
That's why we hold London's largest stock of
this range which includes Napoleonics. Greeks,
Romans, English Civil War, Canadian, Imperial
Germans, WWII Pilots, and other numerous
warriors of history.
Foot figures £2.50, Samurai £2.86, Mounted £7.50,
Camel and rider £10. Send SAE for full list of
these superb figures.

New and back in stock
1/35th Tamiya kits
German 222 A/car £1.50
German 223 Scout car £1.50
German Marder 11 SPG £1.99
German new Panzer Grenadiers 80p
German King Tiger non motorised £2.70

German Leopard non motorised
German P2KFW 1VH non motorised
German Horch 1A Personnel carrier
German 8 ton Flak semi-track with 4 bar

relled 2cm mounting
German 75mm PAK 40 A/T gun
German Mounted Infantry set
Russian T34/76 1942 model tank
Russian T34/76 1943 model tank
Russian KVIl tank

1/48th Scale Aircraft
Tamiya Lancaster B1/B111
Tamiya Lancaster B1/B111 Dambuster
Monogram B-17G Fortress

New Airfix Kits
54mm 1/32nd Multipose Eighth Army

figures
54mm 1/32nd Muitipose Afrika Korps
54mm 1/32nd Crusader tank
54mm 1/32nd Bugatti
1/72nd German E-Boat

700th Scale Waterline Warships
The most recervt additions are:
Missouri, American Battleship

South Dakota. American Battleship
New Jersey, American Battleship .
Alabama. American Battleship
Scharnhorst. German Battleship ....
Gneisenau, German Battleship
Saratoga. American Air/Carrier ....
Illustrious. British Air/Carrier
Victorious, British Air/Carrier

SPECIALISE
We specialise in things mi l itary, maritime, kits
and books. Figures in metal and plastic from
30mm upwards. We hold the world's largest
stock of paper models (400 different subjects) —
Big kits of anything that is a good model of the
original. Tools, paints, adhesives. Have you tried
our sable brushes yet?

ENQUIRIES

New Paper Models
America's Capitol. Superb model made for US
Government by Monte Models — 35 sheets buifd
up to the world's largest paper model. Over 40"
long. Delivery December/January. Detailed in
structions. Can be used as a classroom project.
Scale 20' to 1". £7.50 including postage.
Danzey Green Windmill. 18th Century Warwick
shire post mill now in Trust and renovated. Scale
1/48th. 45p.

Boardgamers
We carry full stocks of Avalon Hill, SPI plus
WGR Battleline and Ariel games. Last two issues
of Conflict plus last three issues, including the
current one of S & T magazine with games. All
at £1.75. Send large SAE for lists.

If in doubt, heres a tip for you, its now cheaper
in many instances to phone us than to write us
3  letter! The age of the instant reply folksl If
you do write to us please enclose an SAE, that's
the only way we can reply with postal charges
as they are today.

Unless otherwise stated postage and packing charges for UK are 15p minirnum.
Up to £8 iOVo. Over £8 post free. Overseas customers; Surface 307o, Airmail 60/;.
Any balance in your favour will be credited.

Shop Hours
Monday to Saturday 10.00
2.00 p.m. to 5.0 p.m.

i.m. to 6.00 p.m. Sunday



rMICRO-FLEET 1/2400 by Randy Hpfia

MFO USS FI«tchar/d«»troyar 5 » 5" gum ;
MF.2 UN Jinttu/ilghl croiatf 7 * S.5" gum
MF.3 UN Chikuma/how cruifar 8 ■ 8" gun«
MF-4 UN Atathlo/daitfoyar 6 ■ 5" gum
MF-5 USS indlanipolit/haavy crultar 9 « 8" gum .
MF-6 HMS Coitack/da*troyar 8 * 4.7" gum
MF-7 HMS E«ataf/haavy cruiaar 6 k 8" gun$
MF-8 UN Hagufo/baavy cruiaar 10 * 8" gum
MF.9 KM Z23 Narvik/daitfoyaf 6 « 5.9" guns
MF-10 UN Shlrattuyu/dastroyaf 5 k 5" guns
MF-11 UN Akitsuki/dattroyar 8 * 3.9" gum
MF-12 HMS Cawaliar/daitroyar 4 k 4.6" guns
MF-13 HMS Hasparua'dastfoyar 3 ■ 4.7" guns
MF-20 RN Soldati l/dastroyaf 5 « 4.7" guns

* 20mm Artlliary by Randy HoHa

CWA-1 12pdr Union Napolaon M 1857
CWA-2 13pdr Confadarata Napolaon
CMA-3 6pdr Gun M 1841
CMA-4 12pdr HOMitzar M 1841
CWA-5 2.9" Pafrott RillaM 1861
CWA-6 3" Perrotl RiHa M 1863
CWA-7 3" Ordnanca Rilla M 1861
CWA-8 24pdr Howitxar M 1841
NA-1 Franch 4odr Gun
NA-2 Franch 8pdf Gun
NA-3 Franch 17pdr Gun
NA-4 Franch 6" Howitxar
NA-5 Franch 24pdr Gun
NA-6 British Lt. 6pdr Gun Stock Trail

iNA-7 British 9pdr Gun Stock Trail

M

MF6 - HMS Cofuck

p .. j.
23p •

30p

SendS.A.E.

*0p for C in C
30p « I
30p Brochure

30mm Napolaonlc Infantry by Randy Hotfa

NF 1-1 Fr. Imp. Od. Gran. 1806/standing at support arms 24p
NFI-2 Fr, Lirva Fusllaar/marchlng at support arms 24p
NFI-3 Fr. Lina Granadiar/ 24p
NAI-1 Aus. Ln. Granadiar 1800/ 24p
NAI-2 Aui. Ln. Fusllaar 1800/ 24p
NPI-1 Prussian Muskataar/ 24p ;

vCWI-1 Union mlantry/blousa/advanca arms (2)
CVVI-2 Union Infantry/frock coat/advanca arms (2)

KCWl 3 Conladarata Infantry/blousa/slopa arms 12)
CWI-4 Union Infantry/blousa/slopa arms 12)

From your dealer or by post (allow 10% min. 8p)

MICRO-SCALE ARMOUR 1/285 by Jim Clark

G-5 PrKptwIVD
G-6 PiKpfw 38t INaw Modal)
G-8 Modal 18 lOSmm
G-10 7.5cm PAK 40 AT Gun
G-11 Jagdpanzar 38t "Hatzar"
R-1 T34.76D

R-2 T34-76E
R.3 T34-a5ll
R.4 SU-85

R-5 SU-100 Assault Gun
> R-9 SU-122 Assault Gun
> R-10 8T-7 11) Fast Tank
) R-11 BT-7 (2) Fast Tank
> R-12 T34-76A
» R 13 T34-76B
> R-14 T34-76C

US-1 M4A4-M34/Madium Tank
US-2 M4A4-M34A1/Madium Tank
US-3 M10/Tank Oastroyar

> US-4 M4-M52 105 Howitzar/Madlum Tank
, US-5 M4-M34/Madium Tank
> US-6 M4-M34A1/Madium Tank
3 UK-1 VC F irafly/Madium Tank
UK 2 M4A4 Raworkod/Madium Tank
UK-3 M4 Raworkad/Madium Tank
UK-4 IC Firafly/Madium Tank

.1-2 UNIFAX WOODS WAY GORING-BY-SEA SUSSEX Tel; WORTHING 46999

NAPOLEONIC WAHGAi/lE RULES oOP
The original Reed Rules,used by many clubs
NAPOLEONIC NAViiL RULES
For fleet actions with 1" models on hexagons
NAPOLEONIC 5nim AmENLii-ENTS lOP
Amend our Napoleonic Rules for 5mm troops
ulEDIEVAL SKlRiilSH RULES _ 25p
For one-for-one skirmishes with individual figures
WAR of the SPaNISH SUCCESSION for 15mm 25p
Refight ii/iarlborough's wars in 15mm scale

Mgy/SPACE WARFARE RULES for battles of the future 50p
These include simple and advanced campaigns and
battle rules for spaceships
All available from Stephen Reed,13 Le May Close,Horley,

Surrey.Add 8p post & packing to your order please.

A Series of Handbooks dealing with wargaming (obtainable through this magazine
1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (lOOO BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.
2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.
3. Rules for 1750 Period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation

in America) by Tony Bath)
k. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone,
5. Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.
6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (incl. Colonial Wars against

Natives) by Donald Featherstone.
7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (incl. rules

for early tanks, armoured cars, etc.) by Donald Featherstone.
8. Rules for 19^^ Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.
9. Pike and Stiot - English Civil War by Donald Featherstone.

25p each (75c) or the set of 9 for £2.00p (^6) including postage.
WARGAMES TERRAIN - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic

battlefieldfi 55p (^2).



MICRO MATRIX
REPRODUCTIONS
I8t(i = l9tl) Ctnturp

Super detailed 1/1000 scale, cast In tin alloy Including removable metal mast and sails. This gives an
wargames and is large enough to Include detail usually only seen on larger collectors models. ide^l size for

k  FRENCHFrigate 32 auns 45n IV- , rutivuM
Brig 24quns45n f ' cT®' . 10guns33pCutter 16 guns sip "1- -L Schooner (Pnvateer) ^9"ns45p
3rd rate ship of the line 64 guns 60p 1 i il, rlL h- r tk i-
1st rate ship of the line 100guns60p mI f ° IIOgunsTOp
Eastindiaman 100auns60p i Merchantman 10guns45p
Bomb Ketch 2 mortars 8guns45p _[ I vf X New additions to rar^e
New additions to rartge 80guns60p
3rd rate ship of the line 74 guns 60p Corvette 28guns45p
Merchantman (Snow) 40 guns 45p \ t —

AMERICAN ^ SPANISH
Frigate 59 guns 60p Galley ^ . 20guns48p
Sloop 24 guns 45p ' ^ ° 130guns66p
Merchant.man (Slaver) 20 guns 45p New additions to range
^  7 ~ ^S9mSB^nQi^^ 2nd rate ship of the line 90guns60pGun boats (2 in packet) 45p Frigate 36auns45D
ackei of shot-through Masts & Sails 33p Merchantman (Treasure Ship) 40 guns 60p

HARBOUR INSTALLATIONS NOW AVAILABLE
Straight Harbour vaiII with lighthouse 45p Dock side row of buildings 60d
L  shape harbour wall with beacon, loading i.-ays ^
and derricks 50p Dry dock and slipway 06p

1 Crookston Rd., Eltham, London SE9 telephone 01-850 4079
Packing Due to increased postage rates P&P will now be 10 per cent for orders up to £5 00 Orders over

£5.00 add 5 per cent. Trade enquiries welcome.

32 guns 45p
24 guns 45p
16 guns 33p
64 guns 60p
100 guns 60p
100 guns 60p
8 guns 45p

74 guns 60p
40 guns 45p

59 guns 60p
24 guns 45p
20 guns 45p

FRENCH
Lugger
Schooner (Privateer)
Frigate
1st rate ship of the line
Merchantman

New additions to range
3rd rate ship of the line
Corvette

SPANISH
Galley
1st rate ship of the line

New additions to range
2nd rate ship of the line
Frigate
Merchantman (Treasure Shi

10 guns 33p
22 guns 45p
40 guns 45p
110 guns 60p
10 guns 45p

80 guns 60p
28 guns 45p

20 guns 48p
130 guns 66p

90 guns 60p
36 guns 45p

p) 40 guns 60p

THE PLACE WHERE YOU CAN GET IT!

TUN.WELLS 37624

for Collectors,Wargamers, IModslmakers & Hobbyists of all ages

MINIATURE WARFARE LTD

Figures ■ Models - Kits - Conversions - Tools - Materials - Books - Prints-etc

18B The Pantiles. Tunbridge Wells. Kent.

[ Company HQ is based in bunker under BUTLER'S Jewellery
Centre -- through the shop and down the stalrs&you'r in ]

A SPECIAL SERVICE FOR COLLECTORS,WARGAMERS, MODELLERS,etc... IF WE HAVE'NT GOT IT,
WE'LLGET IT FOR YDO !■ ■ ■ NORMAL DELIVERY 7-14 DAYS . . . WE STOCK HINCHLIFFE - AIRFIX

MINIFIGS - KISTGREX - PHOENIX - GREENWOOD & BALL - G.H.Q - TAMIYA - HASEGAWA -
STADDEN, LAMB,LASSETT,SANDERSON etc, FIGURES- BADGER - BELLONA-HOMBROL-

TITAN - ETC - & LEADING MILITARY BOOK PUBLISHERS. COMMISSIONS ACCEPTED FOR NEW

FIGURES-MODELS-OIQRAMAS.

OPEN DAILY.lOam-lpm. 2-15pm - 5pm. CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY



15 mm Metal Figures Peter Laing 15 ium Metal Figures

MAPOLEONICS

|J1 British inf adv (Belgic shako) 4P P13 Prussian inf drummer
P2 British inf firing (Belgic shako) 4p P14 Prussian inf officer
1*3 British inf kneeling, on,«guard B3 4p P15 Prussian landwehr adv
P4 British inf drummer BS 4p PI6 Prussian landwehr firing
F5 Brit inf standard hearer BS 4P PI? Brit inf adv (stovepipe shako)
P6 Brit inf officer BS 4P PI8 Brit inf firing (stovepipe shako)
P7 French line inf adv 4p P19 Brit inf kneeling on guard
P8 French line inf firing 4p (stovepipe shako)
F9 French line inf drummer 4p F20 Brit inf drummer (stovepipe shako)
FIO French line inf standard hearer 4p F21 Brit inf standard hearer
Pll French line inf officer 4p (stovepipe shako)
F12 Prussian inf adv 4p F22 Brit inf officer (stovepipe shako)
IHP Wellington, mounted 12p F23 French imp guardsman
M2P Hapoleon, mounted 12p U3 British household cavalry

CASH WITH OifflER, POST & PACKAGE EXTEA SEND 12P FOR LIST & SAMPLE FIGURE
ORDERS UP TO & HTCLUDING £1 ADD I4P, £2 ADD I5P, £3 A^ 17P> £4 ADD I9P, £5 ADD 21P
ORDERS OVER £5, POST FREE. OVERSEAS ADD 25^ AIR MAIL, 15^ SURFACE, MUf SOP.
PETER LAHTG, MIHDEN, SUTTOiN ST. NICHOLAS, HEREFORD, HRl 3BD, ENGLAND.

GEjD 12P FOR LIST & SAife'L OVER 450 ITEMS IN 10 DIFFERENT PERIODS STOCKED.

GREENWOOD
(ftf BALL LTD

61 WESTBURY ST.

THORNABY-ON-TEES

TEESIBE
Retail orders under £5 add 10% p.p.

Over £5 Post Free.

Distributed in the USA by
COULTER-BENNETT LTD
12158 HAMLIN STREET

NTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 91606

Distributed in Canada by
UNICORN MINIATURES

BOX 331 RICHMOND HILL P.O.
RICHMOND HILL, ONTARIO, CANADA

Distributed in France by
ARLOD SA

8 PL DES VICTOIRES, PARIS 75002

-T

A small photo seiection
from some of our

existing ranges
n, " ■ ,

■j- ./.i, « V-

WfW GARRISON 25mm
MINIATURES FROM THE WORLD OF
FANTASY, MYTH AND LEGEND

551 Barbarian Hero
552 White Magician with serpent staff
553 Palace Guardsman

554 Warrior of Vanaheim

555 Mountain Troll wielding mace

AND SEVEN YEARS WAR
PERSONALITIES
7YG1 Duke of Cumberland (mounted)
7YG2 Prince Ferdinand of Brunswick

(mounted)
7YG3 Marshall Contades (mounted)
7YG4 Due de Fitzjames (mounted)



Specially Animated 54mm,'Scotland Forever, Waterloo 1815.

(Chas. C. Stadden Miniatures Reg.)

Specially created for Tradition by ChasC, Stadden
set of 54mm figures commemorating Ameiicau liar of IndepenAence Hi-Centenary

Figures available separately at £1.50 each (unpainted); £7.95 (painted) plus post and packaging
at the following rates: — UK: 18p for first figure + 9p for each additional figure in same order
Overseas: 60p for first figure + 20p for each additional figure in same order

m

British Army

A Fusilier. 2.Vd Foot

B Light Infantryman. 5th Foot

5th Foot .Skirmishing Line, Bunker's Hill

C advancing
D lying down, loading

E kneeling
F advancing

OTHER FIGURE 25mm : .TOp (inc. postage) 75mm 80mm
LISTS NOW AVAILABLE 54mm ; 55p (inc. postage) 90mm 120mm

Continental Army

G American in hunting shirt
(Morgan's Rifles)

H Commander-in-Chief's
bodyguard

figures: stamped addressed envelope only.

188 Piccadilly, London, WIV 9DA.



All you need to change
the course of history

m

fight the battle of Waterloo again. It contains 6 square feet of vinyl map playing
surface.There are over 45 infantry figures, 18 cavalry men and horses and 9
arti l lery pieces with gunners, Al l are HO/00 scale figures in fully-detailed
period battle dress and for extra realism you can paintthem ifyou wish.

Waterloo Wargame also includes two pairs of cal l ipers,timedial,dice,
, transfers, plusfullcolourdiagrams and instructions for two different games.

It'sthe perfect introduction to wargaming.
Al l this costs £6.49 and either two teams or two players

i can play. And even ifyou're on the side of Napoleon, it doesn't y ̂  jr
mean you've backed a loser.

Also availableis an Airfix book called 'Napoleonic Wargaming'
price £1.20.

DESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


